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Linear binary-integer problems are problems whose variables are 
either 0  or 1 ; each constraint and objective function must be linear.
They are frequently encountered in capital budgeting problems, assign­
ment problems, and allocation problems.
There is no simple technique that guarantees an optimum solution 
for linear binary-integer problems. However, there are both rigorous 
and heuristic methods used in solving problems of this type. Three 
rigorous techniques are exp lic it enumeration, im plicit enumeration, 
and branch-and-bound procedures. S. Senju and Y. Toyoda have developed 
a projection gradient heuristic that compares the extent to which each 
variable satisfies the linear constraints and the objective function.
The method requires less computer time than rigorous techniques and 
provides optimum or near optimum results.
To investigate the effectiveness of in it ia liz in g  im plicit enumer­
ation with the solution from Senju-Toyoda, three steps are required. 
F irs t, the method of Senju-Toyoda is run to obtain a solution, which 
is not necessarily optimum. Then the im plicit enumeration routine is 
run to obtain an optimum solution. Finally, the solution obtained 
from Senju-Toyoda provides an in it ia l value of the objective function 




Businessmen often encounter the problem of deciding which projects 
(activ ities ) should be attempted, given that they have several possible 
choices. Generally, i t  is not possible to do every project because 
there are limitations for manpower, money, material, and time. The 
managers must decide which projects to perform and which to discard.
In his elimination process, the manager attempts to optimize (maximize 
or minimize) the expected benefit (p ro fit, time, u t i l i ty ,  e tc .) of a ll 
the projects performed. Also, he must stay within resource lim itations.
The purpose of this thesis is to compare computational results of 
two different methods for solving problems of this type (linear binary- 
integer), and to determine i f  a good in it ia l solution enhances an impli­
c it  enumeration scheme. The f ir s t  technique is that of Senju-Toyoda
(1) a projection gradient method. The second is im plicit enumeration
( 2 ) ,  which involves examining a few solutions exp lic itly  and eliminating 
those which are infeasible or which do not improve the present value of 
the objective function (ZBAR). The procedure is repeated until a ll solu­
tions have been examined (either exp lic itly  or im p lic itly ). Only 
solutions that improve the value of the objective function are candi­
dates for the optimum solution. A "very good" starting solution to
the im plicit enumeration routine, therefore, should provide a good 
(but not necessarily optimal) value of the objective function, which in 
turn should require fewer iterations for the enumeration technique.
The heuristic method of Senju-Toyoda, which is much faster than im plicit 
enumeration, is used to obtain such a starting solution. To compare the 
benefit of using a "good" starting solution, each sample problem
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1 s solved using im plicit enumeration with and without the starting 
solution obtained from Senju-Toyoda. Computer results indicate that the 
projection gradient method usually obtains very good solutions (optimal 
or nearly optimal) with considerably less time than the im plicit enum­
eration scheme. These results are displayed in Table 1.
Some applications of binary-integer programming problems are: 
capital budgeting, allocation, assembly line balancing, the location 
problem, the traveling salesman problem, and the knapsack problem (see
(3) and (4) ). Capital budgeting problems w ill be the primary con­
cern in this thesis. I t  should be noted that some of these problems 
(for instance, the assignment problem) can be solved more adequately 
by "specialized" algorithms (see (5) ). See Appendix C for examples 
and formulations of some of these problems.
The main objective in capital budgeting is to perform the activ ities  
that w ill give the greatest reward or profit and stay within resource 
lim itations. This is important in today's businesses because resources 
are becoming less plentiful and more costly. Many industries that are 
plagued with lack of resources could probably benefit from capital 
budgeting information in their decision-making processes.
In general, the above-mentioned problem types, and their formu­
lations, are important because they are concerned with using the available 
resources most e ffic ien tly  while maximizing a rate of return (u t i l i ty ) .  
With the inevitable scarcity of many important resources, businesses 
must consider employing optimization techniques in their daily decision 
policies. Hopefully, the results of this thesis w ill provide an in­
sight for using a heuristic for solving some of these problems.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The purpose of this section is to present some background infor­
mation related to linear zero-one problems. There are several techniques 
that can be used to solve these problems; some of these are exp lic it 
enumeration, im plicit enumeration, branch-and-bound procedures, and 
heuristics. Im plicit enumeration algorithms have been advanced by 
Balas (2 ), Geoffrion ( 6 ) , and Glover (7); Lawler (8 ) has developed 
a branch-and-bound procedure.
Explicit enumeration involves examining 2n solutions (where n = 
number of variables) d irectly , eliminating the infeasible ones and 
finding the optimum of the remaining solutions. Balas* im plicit 
enumeration scheme partitions the variables into three classes: 1 ) those
variables set to 0, 2) those variables set to 1, and 3) those which 
are free to be either 0 or 1. A few solutions are examined exp lic itly  
and infeasible solutions or ones that do not improve the value of the 
objective function are eliminated The process is repeated until 
a ll solutions have been examined. Hopefully, a ll solutions are not 
considered e xp lic itly , although this is not guaranteed. This factor 
is an important advantage of im plicit enumeration over exp lic it enum­
eration. The original formulation by Balas required severe computer 
storage for large problems (more than 2 0  variables), since a ll tentative 
solutions were stored. Also, problems requiring many iterations (say 
1 0 0 0 ) were very time consuming.
To alleviate storage and computer-time problems, Glover (7) and 
Geoffrion ( 6 ) applied a backtracking procedure in which only the variable
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subscripts were needed. A positive subscript in the set indicated 
that the corresponding variable was set equal to 1, A negative sub­
script indicated the variable was set to 0. All other variables were 
termed "free" variables because they were either 0  or 1
In Glover's formulation, when a solution is eliminated because 
of in fe a s ib ility , the rightmost positive element in the set is negated 
and any elements to the right are removed from the set. The search is 
complete when a ll elements are negative. The reformulation seems to 
have considerably reduced both storage and computer time requirements 
( see (9) ).
Branch-and-bound procedures ( 8  and 10 ) involve searching a
branch of a "solution tree" until the solution becomes infeasible, 
the end of the branch is reached, or no solution on the branch improves 
the value of the objective function. In any of these cases, the routine 
considers another branch and continues the examination process until 
a ll branches have been investigated. Note that 2n solutions are evaluated 
(where n = number of variables), perhaps not a ll of them exp lic itly .
The method of generalized Lagrange multipliers by Everett (11) 
can also be used to solve binary-integer problems. The algorithm 
attempts to reduce the original problem to an unconstrained optimization 
problem with the aid of Lagrange multipliers. Wiley (12) provided compu­
tational results for this technique.
The only heuristic approach considered is the projection gradient 
technique by Senju and Toyoda (1). Although this technique does not 
guarantee an optimal solution, i t  provides a nearly optimal solution 
very quickly. As presented la ter in this thesis, solution times are
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generally very much less than for the im plicit enumeration scheme.
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THE LINEAR BINARY-INTEGER PROBLEM
In general, the binary-integer problem may be formulated as follows:
N
Maximize Z(X) = j  Cj Xj
N
Subject to W(X)i = ^  . A.,X. <_ B. for a ll i = 1 ,2 ,. ,.,M
X. = 0 or 1
J
where C. = The return from doing project j
J
A.. = The amount of resource i necessary to do project j
* J
= The amount of resource i available 
M = The number of resources
N = The number of projects
Z(X) = The sum of the returns of the activ ities  to be performed
W(X) = The amount of resource i required to do a ll of the selected
projects.
For each solution the interpretation is:
X. = 1 i f  project j  is to be done and 0  otherwise.
J
The method of Senju-Toyoda requires this format along with the 
restriction that Cj, A^., and B. are each nonnegative. Since these 
parameters are defined as above, there should be no d iffic u lty  encountered 
with this restriction for this particular application. However, d i f f i ­
culties may arise for problems not conforming to this restriction. Capi­
tal budgeting problems are very well suited for the format of Senju- 
Toyoda.
To convert the parameters defined above to the general format of 




Maximize Z(x) = \  c . X .  becomes 
U  J J
Maximize Z(x) -  £  Cj ( 1 _Xj ’ } = X  Cj  '  X, W
j  J j
and
N N N N
Maximize X  '  X  ° j XJ ' = ^  X  W  ' X  °J
since the variables which maximize f  (x-j, Xgs- «»xn) also minimize
- f ( x , ,  x9 , . , , , x j .  Therefore,
. N N N
Maximize v"* V *zcjVMin I w -Xc5
3 j  j
For each constraint, there is a similar transformation:
N
W(x) 1  = i  A-f jX j £  B. becomes




X  -  X  w  < b1.
Now multiply by -1 so that the inequality is properly oriented:
N N
' I Ai j
or
J L  Nlw i X Au  •  B 1
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For more information on this matter, see H ille r and Lieberman, 
page 151,
Having made the necessary changes, the general formulation is:
Since the problems we art. concerned with in this paper (capital 
budgeting problems) have variables whose values are restricted to 0  or 
1 , linear programming (which requires continuous variables) is not very 
suitable for solving them. However, as stated previously, such techniques 
as exp lic it enumeration, im plicit enumeration, and branch-and-bound 
procedures provide optimal solutions. While exp lic it enumeration must 
investigate a ll solutions ( 2 n of them) d irectly , im plicit enumeration, 
hopefully, must consider only a few. Branch-and-bound procedures can 
be best visualized with the aid of a "tree" diagram. An example 









X *  = 0 or 1,J
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A Three-Variable Branch-and-Bound Tree
The 0 's and Vs indicate the choices of values for each variable. 
The routine follows a branch in the tree until no solution on the branch 
improves the present optimum, the solution becomes infeasible, or the 
branch terminates. At this point, the routine considers another branch 
and terminates i f  a ll branches have been examined.
The last-mentioned technique for solving linear binary problems 
is the projection gradient heuristic by S. Senju and Y. Toyoda. Their 
algorithm does not guarantee finding an optimum solution; even i f  one 
exists. However, the heuristic provides near optimum results with less 
computer time than rigorous techniques. I t  w ill be used to provide a 
starting solution to the im plicit enumeration scheme to investigate 
i f  a good starting solution enhances the im plicit enumeration scheme.
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METHOD OF SENJU-TOYODA
In this section the algorithm for the projection gradient scheme 
of Senju and Toyoda is developed. All necessary terms are defined and 
a simple example is presented.
Define the fo l1owi ng:
1. j  = 1, 2 ,.„ .,N  activ ities
2. P. = n-vector giving the relationship between a ll n processes/
J
resources
3. J* = vector sum of a ll ; R_ = j  £.j
4. L s lim itation vector; its  components are the process/
resource 1 i mi ta ti ons
5. £  = surplus vector; S_ = R. - _L
6 . £  = S/ |SJ = unit vector parallel to and having the same sense
7. U.= projection of the vector -P. onto the vector -Û
J J
8 . U.= (-£,•) *  ( “U,-K where *  indicates scalar product
J J J
9. C.= "profit" (or benefit) of the jth  activ ity
J
10. EG. = C./U. = Effective Gradient of the vector P.; the Effective
J J J J
Gradient is the profit C. divided by its  projection U.
J J
11. A .. = coefficient matrix for constraints.
* J
Since i t  is not generally possible to perform every activ ity  in 
the objective function (due to resource lim itation, e tc .) , we must 
select the activ ities  that satisfy a ll of the constraints as well as 
the problem objective (maximize or minimize). The gradient projection 
algorithm presented here provides a heuristic approach for accomplishing 
these goals.
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Having defined the necessary terms, an in tu itive  technique is repre­
sented with the aid of the following graph which shows the relationship 
between two processes.






L| and Lg are the resource limitations of process I and I I ,  respectively. 
The resultant vector, R_, is the sum of the individual vectors P.. VectorJ
P̂  shows that r-j units for process one is used with ^  units for process 
two i f  activ ity  one is performed. £  is simply R -  where is the vector 
sum of the lim itations, i .e .  |L_| = ^  j  Lj.
The vector_S_provides two important things: the direction and
extent for removing the P-vectors. I t  is _S upon which the gradients
of each P. is projected. See the following figure.J
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I t  should be noted that the order for adding the P-vectors is 
random. Therefore, to return to the feasible region, any vector can 
be removed, and the algorithm provides a direction and extent. More 
w ill be said about this la ter.
When any vector is omitted (say Pg in Figure 1), the point R is 
moved along the vector (-Pg) to the point RP (see Figure 2). This move 
causes a reduction in pro fit (or whatever the objective function is con­
cerned with) by the amount associated with performing activ ity  6 . The 
contribution from Pg from moving toward point A is the projection of 
Pg onto Ŝ. Naturally, the object is to eliminate activ ities  whose 
profits are re lative ly  small when compared with their projected length 
on S.
In practice, what needs to be compared is the effective gradients
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of a ll the proposed activ ities . Once the gradients have been calculated, 
consider eliminating the ones that provide the least gain or p ro fit— 
these are designated by small (re la tive ly ) effective gradients. The 
step-wise procedure for finding EG. (effective gradient) is:vl
1 . u = S/I SI = /  ST
■\ (S- | 2  + S2 2  +....+S z n / z
(Si2  + S2 2  + " -+Sn2) 1 / 2  (S, 2  + s / +..,.+Sn2)1/:
where S^9 Sg, ■ s Sn are components to
2.  Uj -  ( - P j )  *  ( - U )
3 .  EG. = C . / U .J 3 3
Note that each Component of the vector has a common denominator 
/ 2  2  2.x T/ 2(Ŝ  + Sg + ...+Sn ) This gives a common factor in a ll EĜ , i .e .
o o o 1 / 2
EG1  = a-j (S ^  + + .. *+Sn )
0 0 0 1 / 2
EG2 = a2 ( S ^  + S2 + . . . .+ S n* )
9 9 9 1/2
EG. = aj ( S ] 2  + S2 2  +., . .+Sn2)
9 9 2 M2.
and therefore the factor (S-| + Sg +... .+Sn ) may be omitted from
the calculations.
The effective gradients are compared by comparing the values a^, 
ag*...»a j and the projects with smaller effective gradients are re­
moved until feas ib ility  is reached, at which time each project is 
checked to see i f  i t  can be added back into the solution (and s t i l l
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mai ntai n feasi b i 1 i ty ).
Perhaps a summary of the procedure is useful?
Step 1: Put the problem in the proper format. In it ia liz e  by
setting a ll variables to 1 .
Step 2; For each row, find the total resource requirement—
R.j j,A |. for each i.  For each row find the difference 
between the supply and demand of resource i — S. = - B..
Step 3: For each project (column) find the effective gradient.
Step 4: Find the project with the least effective gradient and
remove i t  from consideration and subtract its  A ., from
* J
the total requirement for each row (in short, subtract 
A^. from S. ) .
Step 5: Is the solution feasible? I f  yes, go to step 6 . I f  no,
go to step 4.
Step 6 : Decide i f  there are any projects that can be added back
and s t i l l  maintain fe as ib ility . Start with the project 
with the greatest payoff that was removed from consideration 
and continue until no more projects can be added without 
becoming infeasible.
The sketch on the following page shows how the gradient vectors 
are added and how they can be removed to get back into the feasible 
region. In trying to obtain fe a s ib ility , we choose the vectors that 
w ill best " f it"  the vector £. A simple example is used to explain the 
procedure and the figure.
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Consider the following five-variable example, in which P_. = 0^ij» r 2 j )
Maximize X-j + 2 X2  + 2 X3  + X4  + 4 X5
S. T. 2X1  + X2  + 2 X3  +3X4  + 2 X 5  < 7  (Resource I)
X-j + 2 X2  + X̂  + X4  + 3 Xg £  6  (Resource I I )
X. = 0 or 1 for a ll j .J
Then r = ?
x1  = 1  ^ 1 1  d
r = i  
12 1
r = i  
X2  = 1  -> 2 1  1 ,
r  = 2  22 *
r = ? 
X. = 1 -  31 *
- 3 2 - 1
r = o 
X4  = 1 -  41 3
r = i 
42 1
f e  r  I
1 1  * l j
r  = 2
Xg -  1 +  51 ( means "implies" )
r = q 
52 3
> = ( 1 0 , 8 ) , where i = index for the activ ity
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number and j  = index for the resource number (1 or 2). Now find each 
N
R. = ^  j  A. j i  =10 and R2  = 8  (note that these are components of I*).
The difference between supply and demand is = R.. -  L.:
S1  = 10-7 = 3 and S£ = 8 - 6  = 2, o rS  = R -  L = ( R ^ ,  R2 -L2) = (10-7,8-6).
Next find
u = s / |s| = [ y  (s , 2  + S22)1 /2 , S2 /(S 1 2  + S22)1/2]
U = (3 /(9  + 4 )1 /2 , 2/(9  + 4 )1 /2 ) 
and U, = P-,*U = (2,1) *  (3 /(13 )1 /2 , 2 /(1 3 )1/2) = ( 6  + 2 )/(1 3 )1/2 = 8 /(13 )1/2
U2  = Pg*U = (1,2) *  " = (3 + 2 )/(1 3 )1/2 = 5 /(13)1/2
U3  = P3*U = (2,1) *  " = (6 + 2 )/{1 3 )1/2 = 8 /(13 )1/2
U4  = ^ * 1 1 = (3,1) *  “ = (9 + 2 )/(1 3 )1/2 =11/(13)1/2
U5  = i 5 t!L = (2,3) *  " = ( 6  + 6 )/(1 3 )1/2 =12/(13)1/2
I f  the coefficients in the objective function are interpreted as "profit" 
values, the effective gradients are given by EG. = C./U* :
J J J
EG1  = (1/8 )x(13)1/2
EG2  = (2/5 )x(13)1/2 EG, = C.x (S ^ + S ^ . .+ S n 2 ) 1 / 2
EG3  = (2/8 )x(13)1/2 M
EG4  = (1/11 )x(13) 1 / 2  p,. si1 1 1
EGg = (4 /1 2 )x (1 3 )^ - where p. = ith component of P_ and
s.  = ith  component of £.
Notice that ( 1 3 ) ^  is common in each EG.. Therefore, to compare theJ
effective gradients, one needs only to compute/compare the factor 
preceding ( 1 3 ) ^  Then tabulate the effective gradients in increasing
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order:
eg4  = 1 / 1 1
EG1  = 1 / 8  
EG3  = 1/4 
EG5  = 1/3 
EG2  = 2/5.
Now remove proposed ac tiv ities , starting with the ones having smaller 
effective gradients, until the resultant vector Renters the feasible 
region. At this time, check to see i f  any of the removed activ ities  
can be reinserted into the solution set. I f  this is possible, the total 
profit is increased.
Since EG4  is smallest, remove variable X4  ( le t  X4  = 0). The surplus 
values are:
51  -  Au  = 3 - 3 = 0 =
52  -  A2 4  = 2  -  1  = ! = S2‘
and since S2‘ > 0, remove EG^(let X-| = 0). The new surpluses are:
V  ‘  A 1 1  = 0  “ 2  = - 2  = V
V  “ A 1 2  = 1  ~ 1  = 0  = V *
The resultant vector fin a lly  enters the feasible region because 
there are no surpluses. Therefore, consider adding either X-j or X4  back 
into the solution. Consider adding X4  (since C4  is greater than C-j):
V  + A14 = " 2  + 3  = 1
s2" + a24 •  0 + 1 = 1.
Since there are positive surpluses, R_is outside the feasible
region and X4  cannot be added back into the solution. This is also true
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for x-j. Therefore, the solution is = 0, = Xg = X5  = 1,
The corresponding value of the objective function (ZBAR) is 8 .
In conclusion, i t  is suggested that the S-vector is "occasionally" 
recomputed. "Occasionally" may mean after a project is eliminated 
or i t  may be after a fixed number of activ ities are removed (say 
f iv e ). This should provide more accuracy in determining which vector 
£  reduces fe as ib ility  by the largest amount.
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METHOD OF IMPLICIT ENUMERATION
Im plicit enumeration is a branch-and-bound procedure for solving ^  
binary-integer problems. The algorithm involves examining a few solu­
tions completely and eliminating those that are infeasible or that do 
not improve the current value of the objective function. Additional 
solutions are examined exp lic itly  until a ll solutions have been considered. 
The main difference between expljcft enumeration and im plicit enumeration 
is that exp lic it enumeration considers a ll solutions whereas im plicit 
enumeration (generally) must examine only a few solutions directly.
To outline the routine we must define the following terms and 
expressions:
1. S = the partial solution vector which contains the subscripts
of the variables which have been given specific values—
0 or 1. The positive subscripts refer to the variables 
set to 1 ; the negative subscripts refer to the variables 
set to 0. Each variable added to S is placed to the right
of the rightmost element already in S. This insures that,
while backtracking, we consider only solutions not pre­
viously examined.
2. free variables = those variables not in S. Their values have
not been specified as either 0  or 1 ,
3. V = the set of constraints violated when the partial solution
S is considered and the free variables are set equal to 0.
4. ZBAR = current value of the objective function.
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5. XBAR = (x-j, X2 ».. .»xn) = the current solution.
6 . fp = the value of the objective function obtained by setting
to zero a ll of the free variables.
7. T = the set containing each free variable which has
i )  an objective function coefficient less than the lim it=
ZBAR t f _ and 
P -----
i t ) a positive coefficient in some constraint in V.
8 . complement of a partial solution — a ll possible solutions 
associated with the partial solution. That is , i f  S = (1,2),  
then the completions of S are a ll those solutions for which
9. backtrack — the procedure for going "backwards" in the solution 
network'; I t  is used to examine a ll possible solutions for a 
partial solution S.
Having defined the necessary terms, the general procedure for 
solving 0-1 problems via im plicit enumeration can be outlined. F irs t, 
start with the partial solution S empty — S = 0. Identify the set of 
violated constraints V and store in the set T those variables which 
cause in feas ib ility  when equal to 1. I f  every constraint in V can be 
made feasible by adding (to the solution) variables in T, we add to S 
that variable in T which has the greatest coefficient sum in a ll of the 
constraints.
Continue this process until a partial solution has been im plic itly  
enumerated. Then backtrack, complementing (negating) the rightmost
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element in S which has not been complemented, and drop any elements in S 
to the right of the variable currently complemented and begin to consider 
the partial solution.
The Step-by-step procedure is presented in the flow diagram, which 
is the last page in this section. Now consider a simple example.
Minimize F =. 2 X-j + 3 Xg + X3
S. Tc 4 X] + X2  -  2 X3  > 3 (1)
X 1  + 3  X 2  - X3  > 4 (2)
X j - 0 , 1 .
Let k denote the iteration number. ZBAR̂  = 2 + 3 + 1  = 6 = ZBARg.
I f  Sq = 0 is completed by setting the free variables to 0, then
X 1  X 2  x 3
(1) 4 (0) +1  (0) - 2 (0) = 0 I  3
(2) 2 (0) + 3 (0) - 1 (0) = 0 £  4
and since both constraints are violated, Vg = (1,2). Since Vg ^ 0  and
S = 0. fp = 0 and the lim it = ZBAR - f  = 6 . The variables with posi­
tive coefficients are: constraint ( 1 ) X-j, Xg
constraint ( 2 ) X^, Xg.
Therefore, T = (1,2). To obtain fe a s ib ility , one or more of these vari­
ables must be raised to 1
For constraint (1) X«| = Xg = 1; X3  = 0
4 (1) + 1 (1) - 2 (0) = 5 > 3 -OK
constraint (2) X-j = X2  = 1; X3  = 0
2 (1) + 3 (1) - 1 (0) = 5 > 4  —OK
Then find the coefficient sums of the variables in T and raise to 1
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the variable with the greatest sura: 
for X-j : 4 + 1 = 5 *  
for X2  : 1 + 3 = 4 .
Now set X-j = 1, hence S-j = (1). The variables not in S are the free 
variables. When S is completed by setting a ll free variables to 0, con­
straint 2 is violated; thus V = (2).
Preforming another iteration shows that X2  must be raised to 1, 
which allows for both constraints to be satisfied, i .e .  V = 0. The 
partial solution is S2  = ( 1 , 2 \  indicating that X-j = X2  = 1 .
Since a ll constraints are feasible for X-j = X2  = 1; Xg = 0, the 
solution vector is XBAR = (1,1,0) and ZBAR = 2 (1) + 3 (1) + 1 (0) = 5.
Note that any solution containing X̂  = 1 causes constraint 2 to be infeasi­
ble. Therefore, the solution (1,1,0) is optimal.
For a more detailed description of this algorithm, see the flow dia­
gram and the additional problem in the appendix.
In summary, im plicit enumeration keeps track of a ll the solutions 
that are infeasible or do not improve the value of the objective function. 
For example, the constraint 4 X-j -  2 X2  + X̂  -  5 X̂  > 5 is always 
violated when X-j = 0 . Therefore, every solution for which X-j = 0 can 
be eliminated from consideration. Thus, a ll related solutions (with 
S-j = 0 ) have been im plic itly  enumerated.
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FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ZERO-ONE PROBLEMS 
VIA IMPLICIT ENUMERATION





Subject to g.. _> 0 i = 1 ,2 ,..., ,M 
Xj = 0 , 1 
where g.. are the constraints
Step 1 : I f  the solution "all X's = 0" is feasible, the problem is
solved. Otherwise, set ZBAR = f  evaluated at "all X's = 1",
or the best known upper bound for the objective function, 
whichever is smaller. (ZBAR = min (F (x-j=l, x2 sl ...... , x = l ) ,
known bound ) ). Find the coefficient sum for each variable 
and set S = 0 (null set).
Step 2 : Find V, the set of constraints violated when the partial
solution S is completed by setting to zero a ll variables not
in S.
Step 3 : I f  V is empty, go to Step 9- Otherwise, go to Step 4.
Step 4 : Find f  , the value of f  when S is completed by setting to
zero a ll variables not in S. Set the objective function co­
e ffic ien t lim it to ZBAR - f  .
P
Step 5 : Store in T each variable not in S which has:
a) an objective function coefficient less than the lim it ZBAR 
-fp , and
b) a positive coefficient in some constraint in V 
Step 6  : I f  T is empty, go to Step 11. Otherwise, go to Step 7.
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Step 7 :






Can every constraint in V be made feasible by adding only 
variables in T? I f  the answer is yes, go to Step 8 .
Otherwise, go to Step 11,
Add to S the variable in T with the greatest coefficient sum.
Go to Step 2.
Complete the partial solution S by setting to zero a ll variables 
not in S. This completed solution becomes the incumbent 
solution XBAR and the value of the objective function at XBAR 
becomes the new value of ZBAR.
Locate the rightmost positive element in S. Replace i t  
with its  negative (complement), and drop any elements to 
the right. Go to Step 2.
Are a ll the elements in S negative? I f  the answer is yes, 
go to Step 12. Otherwise, go to Step 10.
Terminate. The incumbent solution ( i f  there is one) is an 
optimal solution. I f  there is no incumbent solution, 
then there is no feasible solution better the solution cor­
responding to the best known upper bound used in Step 1.
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RESULTS
Table 1 shows the times necessary to run each technique on the CSM 
time-sharing PDP-10 computer. All times are in milliseconds (unless 
otherwise specified), and, unfortunately are somewhat proportional to 
the amount of "swapping" that is necessary in running the routines.
There are 16 problems presented, consisting of 10 to 39 variables 
and 1 to 36 constraints. The problems were selected because of their 
diversity in size and individual densities.
The f ir s t  four problems represent a particular class, called knap­
sack problems. The remaining ones represent a more general class of 
capital-budgeting problems.
Solution times vary from 0 - 1 5 0  milliseconds for Senju-Toyoda; 
from 83 milliseconds to 2934 seconds for im plicit enumeration without 
a "good" in it ia l solution, and from 6 6  milliseconds to 2720 seconds 
for im plicit enumeration with Senju-Toyoda. These variations in solu­
tion times are presented below:
METHOD MIN TIME - MAX TIME
Senju-Toyoda 0 - 1 5 0  milliseconds
Im plicit enumeration 83 milliseconds to
without Senju-Toyoda 2934 seconds
Im plicit enumeration 6 6  milliseconds to
with Senju-Toyoda 2720 seconds
Fifteen of the problems required less than 65 milliseconds to run 
with Senju-Toyoda alone. Six problems required more than 2 seconds to 
run with the im plicit enumeration routine (without Senju-Toyoda) — two 
of these required over 30 seconds; one required more than 5 minutes; 
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with Senju-Toyoda had from 5.3% to 70% improvement over im plicit enumer­
ation considered alone. The average improvement was 20.4%. See Table 3.
The sample problems considered have densities that vary from 12 to 
100 %. The following table exhibits the densities for the problems 
that are not 1 0 0  % dense.
TABLE 2 -  PROBLEMS LESS THAN 100% DENSE
0B # SIZE % DENSE
8 ( 6  ,  1 0 ) 85.0
1 1 o \6 O 99.0
1 2 (15, 10) 96.7
13 ( 2 0 , 1 0 ) 94.5
14 (25, 36) 1 2 . 0
15 (28, 1 0 ) 94.3
16 (39, 5) 89.3
The average percent density is 91.9% (including a ll 16 problems). The 
standard deviation of the density is 21%. The average density, neglecting 
problem 14(which is 12% dense), is 96.6% and the standard deviation is 
3.1%. The least-dense problem took Senju-Toyoda more than twice as 
long to run than the second most time-consuming problem. Im plicit 
enumeration with Senju-Toyoda was consistently faster than im plicit 
enumeration alone for a ll densities. The method of Senju-Toyoda obtained 
a solution less than 90% optimum for only two problems -  and each of 
these consisted of only one constraint. Optimal solutions were obtained 
for one knapsack problem (problem 4 ), five small problems with 10 
variables or less (problems 5 -  10 ) ,  and two large problems having 
more than 20 variables (problems 14 and 15). Solutions providing better
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than 93% of the optimum (but suboptimal) are found in problems 2, 11, 12,
13, and 16. The average percent of optimum provided by Senju-Toyoda 
is 97.2%. The standard deviation is 4.3%. Note that optimal solutions 
were obtained over the entire range of densities.
The im plicit enumeration scheme achieved optimality for a ll problems. 
Therefore, to determine how effectively Senju-Toyoda enhances the im plicit 
enumeration routine, the solution time required without a "good" starting 
solution must be compared to the solution time required with a "good" 
starting solution. For every problem considered, im plicit enumeration 
with Senju-Toyoda required less time than im plicit enumeration without 
a "good" starting solution. On the average, im plicit enumeration with 
Senju-Toyoda required 20% less computer time than im plicit enumeration 
without a "good" starting solution. The standard deviation for this time 
difference is 15%. The following bargraph shows the relative differences 
in computer times for the three routines. ( See page 29).
Perhaps i t  is useful to display the percent change in time for 
im plicit enumeration with and without an in it ia l solution from Senju-Toyoda. 
Let
I-E = im plicit enumeration
S-T = Senju-Toyoda
I-E w/S-T = I-E with S-T
I-E w/out S-T = I-E without S-T.
Then the percent calculation is
X% = (I-E  w/out S -T)-(I-E  w/S-T) .. 1An 
(I-E  w/out S-T) x luu’
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TABLE 3 -  COMPARISON OF SOLUTION TIMES
Solution time* Solution time* Percent Decrease in
Problem # for I-E w/out S-T(1)_____for I-E w/S~T(2) Time from (1) to (2)
1 2 0 0 184 8
2 217 167 23
3 217 150 30.8
4 284 183 35.2
5 83 6 6 20.5
6 1 0 0 67 33
7 116 83 28.4
8 184 134 27.1
9 333 1 0 0 70
1 0 3.5 sec 3.2 sec 8 . 6
1 1 366 333 9
1 2 2.5 sec 2.3 sec 8
13 34.8 sec 32.1 sec 7.7
14 32.8 sec 30.9 sec 5.7
15 457.1 sec 428.2 sec 5.3
16 2934 sec 2720.0 sec 7.3
*  in milliseconds unless otherwise specified
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As previously stated, the average percent improvement of I-E w/S-T 
over I-E w/out S-T was 20.4 %; with a standard deviation of 15%. The 
effect of using a "good" in it ia l solution for the im plicit enumeration 
routine seems to diminish for the larger problems. That is , for the 
smaller problems (say, 1 - 1 0 ) , the percent improvement is (on the average) 
much greater than for the other six problems. The least-significant 
improvement occurred for a 28-variable, 1 0 -constraint problem having 
94.3% density. However, the least-significant improvement could amount 
to considerable savings in computer costs - essentially 5%.
I t  should be noted that a normal distribution is used for a ll 
statis tica l computations.
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CONCLUSIONS
Unless optimal solutions are mandatory, im plicit enumeration may 
not necessarily provide more "beneficial" results than Senju-Toyoda.
One should remember that im plicit enumeration requires much more time, 
and thus incurs additional costs.
I t  is necessary to decide which is the most important factor: an
optimal solution or economy of obtaining a solution. Before this is 
done, one must consider the accuracy of the data. I t  is highly probably 
that unless the data is very accurate and precise, that an "optimal" 
solution does not have a great deal of significance. In this case, why 
spend money on im plicit enumeration?
In most cases presented in this paper, Senju-Toyoda provided an 
optimal solution. The non-optimal solutions were very close to optimal. 
Again, this suggests that im plicit enumeration may not be the best economi­
cal technique.
The results from im plicit enumeration, when in itia lized  with the 
solution from Senju-Toyoda, aIwa^ required less computation time than 
im plicit enumeration without any good starting solution. This fact 
seems independent of the problem size and/or the density. The percent 
improvement with the solution from Senju-Toyoda was greatest for problems 
with 10 or fewer variables and 5 or fewer constraints. The larger problems 
did not result in as significant improvements (recall that the minimum 
improvement was 5.3%).
I f  finding an optimum solution ( i f  one exists) is the primary 
importance, in it ia liz in g  im plicit enumeration with the solution obtained
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from Senju-Toyoda w ill require at least 5% less computer time than im plicit 
enumeration considered separately. Recall that the average improvement 
was 20.4%. Therefore, i f  optimality must be guaranteed (again, i f  there 
is an optimum), i t  is suggested that the heuristic method of Senju-Toyoda 
be used to provide an in it ia l solution to the im plicit enumeration 
routine. However, i f  "near-optimum1' results are suffic ien t, then only 
Senju-Toyoda should be used.
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APPENDIX A 
A Capital Budgeting Problem-Formulation
A firm is considering manufacturing five different types of elec­
tronic equipment in its  next fiscal year. Resource limitations do not 
permit a ll types of equipment to be,developed and manufactured. The 
problem is to decide which equipment types should be developed. The 
only limitations considered are: ( 1 ) engineering manhours, ( 2 ) pro­
duction-line manhours, (3) R & D cost, and (4) materials cost. The 
resource limitations are:
(1) 4000 engineering manhours
( 2 ) 1 0 , 0 0 0  production-line manhours
(3) $180,000—R & D cost
(4) $100,000—materials cost.
Let X. = 1 i f  activ ity  j  is undertaken and 0 otherwise. The profit J
from each project, i f  performed, is given in the objective function.
Also, the amount of each resource depleted for performing each activ ity  
is shown in the constraints below.
The problem formulation is:
Maximize Z = V  (P rofit) jX.. = 80,000 X1  + 100,000 X2  + 30,000 X3  +
6 0 ,0 0 0  x 4 +  1 1 0 ,0 0 0  x 5
Subject to:
(Eng. man-hr) 800 X] + 1,500 X. + 400 X3  + 700 -X. + 1,200 Xg < 4,000
(Prod-line hrs) 1500 X1  + 3,000 X2  + 500 X3  + 3,000 X, + 4,000 X- ^  10,000
(R & D cost) 30,000 X1  + 60,000 X2  + 10,000 X3  + 40,000 X4  + 75,000 Xg _< 180,000
(Mat. cost) 25,000 X1  + 30,000 X2  + 15,000 X3  + 20,000 X4  + 30,000 Xg _< 100,000
= 0  or 1 ,
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APPENDIX B 
Example Using Im plicit Enumeration
Let the problem be formulated/defined as
Minimize 5 X] + 7 X2  + 10 X3  + 3 X4  + Xg = f
S. T. X] -  3 X2  + 5 X3  + X4  -  4 X5  > 2
-2 X1  + 6  X2  -  3 X 3 - 2 X 4  + 2 X 5 > 0
-  X 2  + 2 X3 -  X 4
Xj  " o * 1
The following steps correspond to the ones in the detailed flow 
diagram presented earlie r.
STEP
(1) XBAR = (1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ) ZBAR = 26 = f ( l , l , 1,1,1) S = 0
(2) Constraints 1 and 3 are violated when a ll variables equal 0;
V = (1,3)
V t  0(3
(4
(5
f  = 0  since a ll variables equal 0  
lim it = ZBAR -  f  = 26
i )  ( 1 , 2 ,3 ,4 ,5)
11) (1 ,3 ,4) — T = (1,3,4)
( 6 ) T A 0
(7) Yes, since 1 + 5 + 1  - 2 = 5  0 —OK
2 - 1 - 1  = 0 0  —OK
( 8 ) Choose variable with the greatest coefficient sum 
X1: 1  -  2  + 0  = - 1
X,: 5 - 3 + 2 = 4* — S = (3)
X4: 1 -  2 -  1 = -2
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(2) X3  = 1; X1  = X2  = X4  = Xg = 0 V = (2)
(3) V f  0
(4) f  = 10 lim it = ZBAR - f  = 26 -  10 » 16
(5) i )  ( 1 , 2 ,4 ,5)
1 i) (2,5) —  T = (2,5)
( 6 ) T / ?
(7) Constraint 2 can be made feasible by adding to S only variables in T
( 8 ) S = (3,2)
(2) V = 0
(3) Yes
(9) XBAR = (0 ,1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ) ZBAR = 7 + 10 = 17
(10) S = (3 ,-2) -2 = complement of 2, which means X2  = 0
(2) V = (2) (because X3  = 1; X1  = X2  = X4  = Xg = 0)
(3) V f  0
(4) f  = 10 lim it = ZBAR -  f p = 17 -  10 = 7
(5) i )  (1 ,4 ,5)
11) (5) —  T = (5)
( 6 ) T f  0
(7) The second constraint is infeasible when Xg = 1 is added to S:
-3 + 2 I  0
(11) No
(10) S = (-3) which implies X3  = 0. Note that a ll elements to the right 
of -3 are dropped.
(2) V = (1,3)
(3) V f  0
(4) f  = 0 lim it ZBAR -  f  = 17
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(5) i )  (1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 )
11) (1,4) —  T (1,4)
( 6 ) T t  0
(7) No
(11) Yes
(12) Stop. The solution is optimal.






The assignment problem can be formulated as:
N N
Maximize or Minimize f  = ^  ^
i=l j= l
N
Subject to: Y  X .. =1  for a ll j
1 # f  ’ 0
N
X
j  = l
X .. = 1 for a ll i
* J
X.. s 0,1 for a ll i , j■ J
where n = number of assignments.
Example: Suppose there are four employees to be assigned to four tasks
so that each employee receives exactly one task. The objective is to 
minimize the total cost, where a known cost exists for each possible 
assignment. The following table displays the costs:
Costs in Dollars
Empl oyee_______ Tasks_______ 1 2______ 3_______ 4
Bob 5 3 7 8
Alice 4 4 6  9
Ted 7 8  10 7
Carol 5 5 12 8
Formulate the problem in terms of double subscripts where the f ir s t
subscript refers to the row or employee, and the second subscript refers
to the column or task. Also, define X .. to be the number of times (0 or 1)
■ %J
that employee i is assigned to task j .  Then the objective function is
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Minimize f  = 5x-j-j + 3x-j2  + ^xi 3  + ^xi 4
"I" 4x2i 4x22 ^x23 ^^24
+ 7x3 1  + 8 x3 2  +1 0 x3 3  + 7 x 3 4
+ 5x4 1  + 5x4 2  +1 2 x4 3  + 8 x4 4
The f irs t  constraint type relates to the requirement that each employee 










+ x23 + x24 =
Ted: X31 + ■ x32 + x33 + x34 =
Carol: X41 + x42 + x43 + x44 =






+ X31 + X41 = 1
Task 2:
x 1 2
+ CMCMX + x32 + x42 = 1
Task 3: x13 +
COCMX + x33 + x43 = 1
Task 4: x14 + x24 + x34 + x44 = 1




A salesman wishes to pack his carrying case - his knapsack - so 
that he gets as much value into the case as possible. He does not want 
to carry more than 25 pounds of merchandise and he can take no more 
than one of each item. The objective is to pack his case in the "best" 
manner. The following table provides the value and weight of the possible 
items the salesman can carry.
__________ ITEM #________ VALUE ($)_______ WEIGHT (LBS.)______________





6 1 0 4
i formulated as:
Maximize 35x-j + 85x2 + H7Xg + 24x  ̂ + 94xg + lOxg
Subject to 1x7  + 4x2 + 17x3 + 2x4 + 3x5 + 4 x 6  -  2 5  
x. = 0  or 1 ,
J
Note that additional constraints could include volume, width, or bulkiness
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APPENDIX C3 
The Traveling Salesman Problem
Suppose a salesman must v is it  several c ities in his sales c ircu it.
He is interested in knowing how to sequence his v isits to a ll of the 
cities  such that each city  is visited exactly once and the total travel 
distance is minimized (and thus minimizing travel cost). When this 
problem is formulated as a 0 - 1  integer problem, the number of constraints 
grows very rapidly as the number of c ities increases. The example below 






25 -  10
30 10
f  1  i f  the salesman travels from i to j
Let h i  = \1J 1 0  otherwise
The objective function is to minimize the total distance (and thus total
cost).
Minimize f  = 25x^ + ^Ox-jg + 25x£i + ^ x23 + ^ x31 + ^ x32
The f ir s t  constraint type requires that each city is le f t  once, 




x12 + x13 = 1  
X21 + x23 = 1  
X31 + x32 = 1
The second type of constraint requires that each c ity  is visited  
exactly once (column sum equals 1 ).
X21 + X31 = 1
x 1 2  + x 3 2  = 1
x13 + x23 = 1  
To eliminate subtours we need:
x 1 2  + X 2 1  < 1  
x13 + X31 < 1
x23 + x32 <_ 1




A lis tin g  of the FORTRAN IV main program that calls the im plicit 
enumeration and Senju-Toyoda routines is included in the following 
pages. The method of Senju-Toyoda is also included.
The main steps of the calling program are:
1. In it ia liz e  and input data (in Senju-Toyoda format)
2. Call SENJU—which in turn calls subroutine SORT SORT orders
the vectors from SENJU.
3. Compute the time for Senju-Toyoda; find sum of objective 
function coefficients for ZBAR used in im plicit enumeration; 
output data
4. Convert to Balas format
5. Call BALL with ZBAR as bound
6 . Compute time for Balas; output data
7. Take solution vector and ZBAR to subroutine BALL; call BALL 
with these known values
8 . Compute time; output data
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INTEGER V,V1
DIMENSION I KB( 7 0 ) i I X ( 5 0 ! , LFORM( 20)  
COMMON/SENJUl/A<5 0 150> »B( 5 0 ) , C ( 50)
C
V = 7
VI  = 6
66 I r <V .EO'  8 ) GO TO 32
1 FORMAT « 21)
2 FORMa T ( 50G)
3 F O R M A T ( i 0 f 8 , i )
5 F0e?MAT<18X, ' X < ' ,  13, ' ) = ' , 2X, 12)
6 F 0 R M a T ( / / 5 X , ' T h e  RESULTS FROM SENJU-TQYOQA A R E ' , / / )
7 F O R M A T ! / / , '  THE VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION I S I  ’ , F1 i . 3 3
8 FORMAT!'  ENTER "3." IF A ( I , J ) / B ( I )  IS DESIRED , ' , / )
9 FORMAT! / '  THe TIME FOR SENJU-TOYOOA waS M i l , '  M I LL IS EC ON DS ' / / )
40 FORMAT! ' WHAT ArE THE VALUES EOr M AND N ? ? ' / )
41 FQRMa T ( '  INPUT A ! l , J )  AND B ( I )  , ' » / )
42 FORMAT! ' INPUT C<J) . ' , / )
43 FORMa T ( I X , 30 !  ' S / >  ) )
44 FORMa T U H I )
45 FORMAT!/ )
46 FORMAT(20A5)
47 FORMa T ! '  ENTER INPUT F O R M A T , ' , / )
IF ( V , EG, 4) WR1TE< V I , a  >
R E * O t V , l )  K1
I F ( V ■£Q, 4) Wr I t E ( V 1 , 4 0 )
READ( V, 1 ) M,N 
I F ( V ,EO. 4 ) WRITE( V l , 4 7 )
READ! V , 46)  (LFORM! I ) , 1 = 1 , 2 0 )
I F ( V • EQ, 4)  WRITE!V1,41)
DO 1 0  1 = 1 , M
REAO(V, LFORM) ( A ( l , J ) , J = i , N ) , B ! t )
10 CONTINUE
IF < V .ED, 4) WR ITE<Vi ,42 )
READ( V, LFORM) ( C ( J ) « J = 1 .N)
IFCK1 -  1 ) 1 1 , 1 2 . 1 1
12 DO 13 1=1,  M
I F { B< I ) ,EQ. 0 , 0 )  GO TO 13 
00 13 J =1 , N 
A ( I , J ) =A( I . J ) / B  < I )
13 CONTINUE
11 CONTINUE
WR I T e ( V I , 3  ! ( C < J ! , U  = 1 ,N)
WRITE!V1 i 45)
DO 16 I =1 , M 
I F ( Kl , EQ, 1 ) B( I ) = 1  
WRITE! V i , 3 !  ( A ( I , J ) , J = l , N) , B < 1 3 
16 WRITE( V I , 4 5 )






CALL RTIME U T 2 >
I TSs i T2~ IT1 
Z**0»0
DO 2 5 Jal.N 
£5 Z o H + C( J )
ZBARpZ 
E B A R £ a g 
ABC«0 10 
DO 24  t * i , h  
DO 23 J « l # N
23 ABCaABC+A<I i J )
B < I ) s B ( I ) « A B C  





CALI  R TIMEUY3)
C
CALL BALL <A. B, C* I X, 2BARf M, N, DD>g
CALL RTIME < TT4 )
ITSlsIT 4 — IT 3
C
C
C DO 50 I 3*1 * M




DO 14 Jal.M 
EIX»1X0(J >
14 08=00+C(J)«EiX 
W R I T E ( V I . 6 )
DO 15 Jsl.N
15 WRITE( V i . 5 )  J . I X B ( J )
WRI TE<V l ,7 )  OB
WRI TE( V I .9)  ITS 
WR I T £ ( V I . 4 3 )
WRITES V I . 20)
DO 22 Jb i .m 
I X{ J ) = 1^ I X ( J )
22 WRITe (vi,5! J.IX(J)
Z b H^ZBAR 
W RIT £ ! V l , 7)  Z 
I R ( I T S l ” 1000 ! 3 4 . 3 4 . 3 5  
34 WRITe( V I . 2 7 )  I T S l
T-16*?7
GO TO 36
35 A t TSj  3 1 TSj,
A I T S i = A I T S i / i 0 B 0 ,








DO 26 J al < N
26 I X ( J)
DDsl  .0
CALL RTIME ( I T 5 )
CALL BALL ( A i B . C . i X . Z B A R . M . N . D D )
CALL RTIME <I T 6 )
I T S l = I T 6 - I T 5
C
WRITE i V l * 43)
WRITE( V I ,30)
RBc~l  X ( 1 )
DO 29 J »1 ,N
29 IF ( I X ( J ) , E 3 . 9)  I X ( J ) = 1 - I X B ( J )
DO 3 l  J = 1 > M
I X ( J J e i - J X t J )
31 W RIT e < V1 , 5 } J , I X ! J )
Z B A R a 0 , 0  
DO 350 J P l . N  
EI X s I X ( J >
350 ZBARaZBAR+CIJ>»EIX
C ZBARaZBARl-ZBAR
I F ! R b C .EQ. 9 , 0 )  Hb a RbOB 
Wr I T E ( V 1>7)  2BAR 
I F < I T S l  •* 1000)  3 7 * 3 7 , 3 8
37 WRITE( V I , 3 2 )  I T S l  
GO TO 39
38 A I T S i s I T S 1 
A l T S i 9 A l T S l / 1 0 0 0 «
WRITE( VI  * 33)  AJTS1
39 CONTINUE
I F ( V i  ,EQ. 6 ) WRITE f V I ,44 )
VeV + i  
GO TO 66
20 F O R M A T ! / / . I X . ' T H E  RESULTS FROM I MPLIC IT  ENUMERATION w/ out
1 SENJU-TOyODA a R E ' , / / )
27 FORMAT! / , '  ThE TIME FOR BALAS W/OUT SENJU-TOYODA WAS'*15 ,
2 1 MILL ISECONDS' , / / )
28 FORMAT ! /» ' THE TIME FOR BALAS W/OUT SeNJU-TOYODA WAS' .F5, i ,  
1 ' S E C ON DS ' , / / )
30 FORMa T ( / / , I X i ' THE RESULTS PROM IMPLICIT  ENUMERATION WITH
T - 1 6 0 7
2 SENJU-TQYOOA A R E ' , / / )
32 FORMAT! / , '  THE TIME FOR BALAS WITH SENJU-TOYODA W A S ' , 16,
2 ' M I L L I S E C O N D S ' , / / / / )
33 FORHAT(/ ,» THE t i m e  FOR BALAS WITH SENJU-TOyQOA WAS ' , F 5 , 1 ,  




SUBROUTINE Se NJU ( M , N , I X B )
DIMENSION I X B < 7 0 ) » R < 5 0 ) < S ( g 0 > . 5 ( 5 0 ! , A l ( 5 0 )  
COMMON/SENJU1/A<50«50> » B( 5«> ,C( 50 >
ERRS0 ,000001  
DO 4 U a l . N
4 IXB ( J ) s=l 
C
c
C SET UP THE VECTORS
C
0
SJ, = 0 . 0  
DO 8 
S S = 0 . 0  
DO 5 U s l i N
5 SS = S S * A ( I . J >
R ( I ) sSS
TT = S S - B t I  )
1 F ( T t -*ERR> 6 . 6 . 7
6 T T = 0 . 0  
GO TO P.
7 S 1 b Si * T T * T T
8 S U J b TT
I F ! S i - E R R ) 3 0 , 3 0 , 9
9 S l s l . XSQRT( S i )
C DO 10 I r I . H
010 S ( I ) s S { I ) * S l
C f i n d  U-VECTOR AND EFFECTIVE GRADIENTS
C
DO 1 a J = 1 i N  
U s 0 ,0
DO l i  I s i . M
11 UsU+A( I , J ) # S t I )
G ( J ) = C ( J > / U
12 A I ( J ) *U 
C
c
C ORDER THE VECTORS
C
Q
CALL SORT ( G,A I , N)
IN = 1
C




I ND s l
DO 14 I *? 1 * M
R< I >p R( U - A <  I > J J )




I F { I NO .EQ. 1) GO TO 15 
I N a I N +1 
GO TO 1?
DO 18 1 * 1 , M
s( n» R (  n« B (  i )
J N » I N •* &
DO 25 X* 1 • JN 
I w a I N •» 1 
UJ«A I ( I N)
00 20 1*1,M
IF £ $ ( 15 * A ( I , J J ))  20?2O#25
CONTINUE
IXg(J j ) *1
00 21 I *1 * M










T ~ a. 6 f) 7
SUBROUTINE SORT <A6>8 i N>
THIS SUBROUTINE ORDERS ANY VECTOR AG WITH N ELEMENTS AND PUTS 
THE ELEMENTS OF 8 IN THE CORRESPONDING ORDER,
DIMENSION A G ( 5 0 ) , B ( 5 0 )
N?J = N-1 
DO 4 U l , N M  
A HIN s A G ( I 3 
I N O s i  
n » w i  
on 2 j s i i #N
IFC AMIN-AGC J )  ) 2 * 2 * 1
1 AHJNs A G U )
i h o l d * j
IND*2
2 CONTINUE
GO TO <4*33 IND
3 BMI NbB( I HOLO)
AGC1HOLD) *?AGC I >
B ( IHOLD3 « B ( I )
AGCI) 3AM IN





SUBROUTINE BALI  <A. 8 , C, 1 X, 2 0 A R , K , N , DD)
IMTRvUsi  
INTEGER V . V l
DIMENSION A( 5 0 , 5 0 ) , C ( 5 0 ) , B < 5 0 > , C S ( 9 0 ) »W< 5 0 . 5 0 ) . I X ( 5 0 ) . I V 150) 
DIMENSION I T { 5 0 ) , N O T T ( 5 0 ) , S g M S ( 5 0 ) , I S ( 5 0 )
DIMENSION I PR I NT( 5 0 ) . I SAVE( 5 0 , 5 0 ) , I STEP( 5 0 ) , INUM<50>
VM  





DO u  I n - 5 0  





C I F f V l  ,'EQ. 4) WR I TE ! V I , 501)
501 F O R M A T ! / / / , ! INPUT M- N , I NT ER V AL . ' - / )
C READ( V, 5 0 0 )  M,N, INTRVL
500 FORMAT( 3 1)
C I F ( M - S l )  4 , 9 0 0 0 , 9 0 0 0
4 DO 2 I n , 50
C 8 ( 1 ) 3 0 , 0
C C ( I ) = 0 , 0
I S ( I )30 
I V ( I )50 
I T ( I )=0
IF(OD ,'EQ. 1) GO TO 8 
IX <I 139 
B N 0 T T ( I ) s 0
SUMS<I 5=0,0  
DO 2 J 3 1 . 5 0  
C A ( I , J ) 3 0 . 0
W ( I . J ) s 0 , 3
2 CONTINUE 
C
DO 3 I b34 
I P R I N T ( I > s 0
3 CONTINUE
C IF ( V ,EQ, 4) W R I T E ( V i , 5 U )
511 FORMAT! / ,  • INPUT C ( J > . ' , / !
C READ( V , 5 1 0 )  ! C ( J ) , J = 1 , N )
C I F ( V . EQ . 4 )  WR I Te ( V I , 5 0 2 )
502 FORMAT( / , '  INPUT B ( I ) , A ( I , J ! . ! , / )
C DO 10 I s l , M
Ci0  READ( V , 5 l 3  ) B ( I ) , ( A ( I , J ) , J s l , N)
C I F ( V . EQ, 4 ) WR1f E <V i 15 1 2 !
512 F O R M A T ! / , ' INPUT EBAR, ' , / )
C READ( V. 5 1 0 )  2BAR
t -1607
5 i 0 FORMa T(50G)
FZBARaSBAR 
00 20 J s i . N  
CS! J ! e g , B
DO 20 1 = 1 , M
20 c s <U ) s c S ( J ) +A( I , J !
C
c




C IF ( V i  ,'EO, 4!  WRITE( V l , 1 2 )
C IF ( V i  VEQ, 4 ) WR I TE ( VI  , .13) ( I NUN ( J >, ,J = 1 , N)
C I F <V i  Ve O, 4) WRITe < V I »14) « c<J> .
C I F ! V1 .EQ. 4!  WRITE( V l »15)
12 FQRMaT ( / / / 2 X , 1 8 H 0 B J E C T 1 V E  FUNCTION, / )
13 FORMa T ( 2 X , i 0 ( 4 X , i H X , 12!>
14 F O R M a T ( / , 2 X , 1 0 F 6 . 1 , / )
15 FORMAT(/ ,2X,11HC0NSTRAI NTS, / / , 6X, SHcQNSTANT, / !
C
n
C DO 84 1 = 1 , M
C I F <V£ VEQ. 4) WR 1 TE( V I , 1 6 1 I , B ( I ) , ( A ( I , J ) . J = 1 , N)
84 CONTINUE
16 F O R M A T ( i X . i H O , I 2 , 2 X , F 6 . 1 , 1 0 F 8 . 1 , / )
C
C
IFCDD .EQ. 0) GO TO 36 
DO 35 J a1 , N
I F ( I  X ! J > .£<3. 1) IS < J > s j
35 IF SI x ! J ! . ES. 0) I S ( J > =0
36 CONTINUE
DO 17 l a l . M  
I F ( B ( I >! 1 9 , 1 7 , 1 7
17 CONTINUE
DO 18 1=1 , 50  
1X< l ! = 0
18 CONTINUE 
2RAR=0.0
C WR I TE ( V I . 22 )
22 F O R M A T ! / / , 1 0 X , 2 6 H A U  CONSTANTS ARE P O S I T I V E , / !
GO TO 1750
19 I F t V l  .EQ. 6) WR1TE( V I , 2 1 )
21 FORMAT! / ,6H STE Pe , 34 X ,1 H» , 3 4 X, 9H»08J FCN», 3 4X , 11M» NOT# A00«,
2 / , 6H NUMB#,6X,22HPARTIa I  SOLUTION ! S ) , 6 X , l H * , 4X, 26HVIOLATED CO
3 TRA1 NTS ( V ) , 4 X , 9 H » C 0 F  L 1M«, 7X,20HVARIABLES IN SET (T>,







C S T E P  2
C
C FIND V, the SET OF CONSTRAINTS VIOLATED WHEN PARTIAL
C SOLUTION S IS COMPLETED BY SETTING TO EERO ALL VARIABLES
C MOT IN THE SET S'.
C
C FIND FP, THE VALUE OF F WHEN S IS COMPLETED BY SETTING
C TO ZERO ALL VARIABLES NOT IN S,
C
0
45 I F ( NUMB) 6 4 5 . 6 4 5 . 6 3 9
639 IP = H
IF<NS*11> 6 4 0 . 6 4 0 . 6 4 2
640 IP=NS
642 DO 1001 l a l . l P




IFSNS) 5 1 , 5 1 , 5 2  
52 DO 50 J s i . N S
I F ( I S <J )5 5 0 , 5 0 , 5 5  
55 NWsNW+l
J J r I S I J )
DO 60 I s i , M 




DO 65 I e i . M  
65 W < I , N W ) s B ( I )
MVs0
DO 70 1 * 1 , M 
SUMS! I ) s 0 . 0
00 80 J*1,NW
80 S U M S ! I I s S U H S ! I ) + W < I , J )
IF SSUMSf I I+ Ep Si  8 5 , 7 0 , 7 0  
85 MV=MV*1





C IS THE SET V EMPTY ?
C IF YESr«GO TO STEP 9
C IF NO r - G O  TO STEP 4
C
IF(MV)  2 0 0 , 2 0 0 , 9 0  
90 I P a l l
t -1607
92
i r ( M V ^ H )  9 2 . 9 2 , 9 4  
I P = MV

















N W a 0 
N T = 0
I T ( J, ) 80
STEP 5
w
c STORE IN THE SET T EACH VBL NOT IN THE SET S WHICH HAS
c 1.  AN OBJ FCN COEFF, LESS THAN THE L I M I T
c
p
2.  A POSITIVE COEFF, IN SOME CONSTRAINT V
w
100
00 100 J s i . N  
NOTTCJis0
101
I F( NS)  1 0 4 , 1 0 4 * 1 0 1  
DO 105 J s l . N S
102
I T E M p a I s ( J)
I F f l t E M P )  1 0 2 , 1 0 5 , 1 0 5  
I TEMPal I  TEMP
105 NQTT( I TEMP I = i
c IF C ( J )  IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO CLIMS 1 1 0 , 1 2 0 , 1 2 0
104 00 110 J a l . N
115
I F ( NOTT( J ) ) 1 1 5 , 1 1 5 , 1 1 0  
I F ( C U M " C < J )  ) 1 1 0 , 1 2 0 , 1 2 0
12^ DO i 2 5 I a i , MV
125
ITEMPalV!  I )
I F ( A < I T E M P , J )  > 1 2 5 , 1 2 5 , 1 3 0  
CONTINUE
130
GO TO 110 
NT=NT*1
135
I T ( nT ) rJ 
NWsKIW + 1 
DO 135 I s l . M  
W< I , MW) a A ( I , J)
11® CONTINUE
106
I P a l i
IF<NT"11> 1 0 6 , 1 0 6 , 1 0 8  
IP = NT








C IS THE SET T EMPTY ?
C IT YES— SET ITPCK TQ 1 AND GO OUTPUT SECTION THEN
c go to step 11 (backtrack?
C IF NO — GO TO STEP 7
C
I F ( N T ) 1 4 0 0 , 1 4 0 0 , 1 3 3  
1400 ITPCKsi
J M A X s 0 




C CAN EVERY CONSTRAINT IN V BE MADE FEASIBLE BY ADDING
C ONLY VBLS IN T J
0
C IF NO „SET ITPCK TO * AND GO TO OUTPUT SECTION,THEN
C GO TO STEP 11
C IF YES,-GO TO STEP 8
C
133 DO 140 I p i .MV
ITEMPsI  V( I !
DO 145 Jsl.NW
IF ( W { I TEMP, J ) ) 1 4 5 , 1 4 5 , 1 5 0  
150 SUMS! ITEMp)sSUMS(ITEMp)+W(ITEMp,U)
145 CONTINUE 









C ADD TO S THE VBL IN T WITH THE GREATEST COEFF, SUM,
C GO TO OUTPUT SECTION,THEN GO TO STEP 2
5
J MAXs IT( 1)
CSMAXpCS( JMAX)
IF ( NT, 2 )  1 5 6 , 1 4 6 * 1 4 6
146 DO 155 J * 2 , NT 
JTEMpsIT < J?
IF(CS(JTEMPJ-CSMAX? 1 5 5 , 1 6 0 , 1 7 0  













c s t e p  9
c
c c o m p l e t e  the  p a r t i a l  s o l u t i o n  s by s e t t i n g  to zero  a l l
C VBLS NOT IN S, THIS COMPLETED SOLUTION BECOMES THE
C INCUMBENT SOLUTION X-Ba R, AND THE VALUE OF THE OBJ
C FCN a T X-BAR BECOMES THE NEW VALUE OF HBAR,
0
200 DO 2 i 0  J s i . N
210 IX < J ) s0
E8ARa0,0 
DO 2 i 5  Jsi .NS 
JTEMpsIS! J !
IF(JTEMP)  2 1 5 , 2 1 5 , 2 1 7




C FEASIBLE SOLUTION ENCOUNTERED— SET IFEAS TO i  TO SAVE
C





c t h i s  s e c t i o n  i s  t h e  o u t p u t  s e c t i o n
c
INTs INTRVL 
1000 ICKs (NUMB/ INT)»INT-NUMB
I F ( I C K )  1 5 5 0 , 1 0 1 0 , 1 5 5 0  
1010 IF t V i  Ve Q , 6 )  WRITE I V l , 150B ) NUMB, ( I P R I N T ( I ) , 5 * 1 , 1 1 ) , < I PR I NT( J >,
2 <J = 1 2 , 2 2 ) , CL I M i ( I PR I N y ( K ) , K = 2 3 , 3 3 ) , IPRI  N r ( 3 4 ) ,  JMAX, ZBaR 
1500 F O RM AT f l X , 1 3 , 2H * , 2 ( 1 1 1 3 , 2H * > , F 6 , 1 , 2 H  « , 1 1 I 3 , 2 H
2 2 (13 ,2H * ) ,Fs,l,/»5X,lH*,2t34X,lH*),7X,lH#i34X,lH*»2(4X#lH*)>
1550 DO 1600 1=1 ,34
I PR I NT( I ) =0 
1600 CONTINUE
I F U F E aS - 1!  1 6 0 5 , 3 0 3 , 3 0 0  
1605 I F ( I T P C K - l )  1 5 7 , 3 0 0 , 3 0 0
C
c STEP u
c ARE ALL ELEMENTS IN THE SET S NEGATIVE?
C
C IF NOT— LOCATE The RIGHTMOST POS, ELEMENT IN S,
C REPLACE IT WITH ITS COMPLEMENT AND DROP ANY
T-161-J7
c e l e m e n t s  T O  THE R I G H T ,  then  go to s t e p  2 ,rw
c IF SO —TERMINATE.
c
300 NEWSeNS
DO 220 Jsi.NS 
JJ=NS-J+1
I F <I S ( JJ>) 225,225,230  
225 NEWSsNEWS-i
220 CONTINUE
GO TO 400 
230 IS ( JJ )=~ IS(JJ )
NS=NEWS
IF(IFEASr-i) p l 2 , 1508.1508 
1503 IF(ITPCK-l) 1511•1512,1512
1511 IF!50-1 C O U N T ) 15l2,1512,1509
1 5 0 9  I C O U N T s I C O U N t + 1
I STEP( ICOUNTjsNUMS 










C TERMINATE—THE INCUMBENT SOLUTION, IF ANY, IS OPTIMAL.
C IF NONE—THEN THERE IS NO FEASIBLE SOLUTION BETTER THAN
C THE INITIAL VALUE OF ZBAR,r*
400 IF< Vi ,EQ. 6 ) WRITE('/1,1610)
1 6 1 0  F O R M A T ! 1 H 0 )
IF( IX(1)-9) 1630,1615,1615 
1615 WRITE (V I, 1620) FZBAR
1620 F0RMaT(5X,(There is NO FEASIBLE SOLUTION with a value for
2 THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION LOWER THAN > , F7.1, '■ , THE INITIAL
3 ZBAR VALUE . < )
GO To 9000 
GO TO 1 
1630 00 1700 I = i, ICOUNT
C I F (V i , £Q.6 1 WR ITE!V i , 1650) I STEP! I ), USAVE(I ,J),J = 1 ,N )
1650 FORMAT!/ / ,4X. 'FEASIBLE SOLUTION, STEP ' , 14 ,2X,50 12 i
1700 CONTINUE
C WRITE f VI,1770 )
1750 DO 1760 1=1,N
C WRITE! VI , 1800) I,I X(I)
1760 CONTINUE
1300 F0RMa T(13X,'X(',I3,')=',I4)
1770 FORMa T(//,10X,'THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION IS')
o
T-U M 7
C WR I TE (Vi i j.900! ZBAR
900 FORMAT<//10X,'OPTIMAL VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTI ON = ' , Fi0', 4)
GO TO 1 
9000 RETURN
END
T - 1 6 0 7 (1)
20*0 1 8 . 0 1 7 * 0 1 5 . 0 1 5 , 0 1 0 . 0 5 , 0 3 . 0 1 . 0
30.0
6 7 . 0
25,0 20.0 18,0 * 7 . 0 11»0 5 , 0 2* 0 1* 0
THE RESULTS FROM SENJU-TOYODA ARE
xc D * 0
X( 2 ) * 0
XC 3) = 1
XC 4 ) s 0
xc 5 ) * 1
xc 6>s 1
x< 7 ) a 1
XC 8) « 1
XC 9 ) 5 1
XC 10)  » 1
THE Va IUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS * 52 . ' 000
t h e  t i m e  for  senju«toyoda Was  I ?  MILLISECONDS
The  RESULTS from  I M P L I C I T  ENUMERATION W/OUT SENJU-TOYODA ARE
XC 1 >■* 0
xc 2 ) S .0
xc 3)5 1
xc 4 ) 5 1
xc 5 ) 5 1
xc 6 ) 5 1
X c 7)5 0
xc 8 ) 5 0
xc 9 ) 5 1
t - 1 6 0 7
XC 10)S 0
the value of the objective function ist 58,000
the time FOR BALAS W/OUT SENJU-TOYODA WAS 200 MILLISECONOS 
the RESULTS from IMPLICIT ENUMERATION WITH SENJU-TOYODA ARE
XC 1 ) 8 0
xc 2 ) = 0
xc 3 ) s 1
xc 4 ) = 1
xc 5 )s 1
xc 6 )« 1
xc ^  ̂ ijj 0
xc 8 )« 0
xc 9 ) a 1
xc 1 0 ) = 0
THE VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION ISt 58' ,000
THE TIME FOR BALAS WlTH SENJU-TOYODA WAS 184 MILLISECONDS
T-I6* i7 (2)
2 0 . 0  1 8 . 0  1 7 , 0  1 5 , 0  1 5 . 0  1 0 . 0
3 0 - 0  2 5 . 0  2 3 , 0  J 8 . 0  1 7 , 0  n . 0
8 0 . 0
THE RESULTS FROM SENJU-TOYODA ARE
x c X ) z d
x c 2 ) a 0
X C 3  ) ■* 1
x < 4  j a 1
X C 3 ) » 1
X ( 6 ) 8 1
x c 7  ) 8 1
x c 8 ) 8 1
X  £ . 9 ) 8 1
x c 1 0 ) " X
THE VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION I S !  6 7 , 0 0 0
THE TJME FOR SENJU-TOYQDa WAS 0 MILLISECONDS
THE RESULTS FROM IMPLICIT  ENUMERATION W/QUT SENJU-TOYODA ARE
X C 1 ) 8 0
X C 2 )  * 1
x c 3 ) 8 %
x c 4 ) 8 0
x c 1
x c 6 ) 5 1
x c 7 ) « 1
x c 8  )  5 1
x c 9 ) 8 0
5 . 0  3 - 0  1 . 0
5 . 0  2 , 0  1 . 0
T - 1 6 3 7
X C  1 0 ! =  0
THE VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION I S i  6 8 , 0 0 0
t h e  t i m e  f o r  b a l a s  w / o u t  s e n j u » t o y q o a  was 217 m i l l i s e c o n d s
THE RESULTS from I MPL IC IT  ENUMERATION WITH SENJU-TOYODA ARE
x c 0
X( 2)  s 1
x c 3)  a 1
x c 4)  a 0
x c 5 ) » 1
x c 6 5 a 1
x c 7)  = 1
xc 8 ) « 1
x c 9)  a 0
x c 10 )  a 0
the v a l u e  OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS? 687000
The t i m e  FOR BALAS WITH SENJU-TOYODA WAS 167 MILLISECONDS
T - 1 6 0 7 (3)
2 0 . 0  1 6 , 0  1 7 . 0  1 5 , 0  1 5 , 0  1 0 ,0
3 0 . 0  2 5 , 0  2 0 . 0  1 8 , 0  1 7 , 0  i i , 0
70.0
THE RESULTS PROM SENJU-TOYODA ARE
XC 1 > * 0
x c 2 > b 0
x c 3 > * 1
x c 4  ) « 0
x c 5 ) * 1
x c 6 )  s 1
x c 7 ) * 1
x c 8 > b 1
x c 9 ) 9 1
x c 1 0  ) »
A
4*
THE VALUE of The OBJECTIVE f u n c t i o n  IS I 9 2 , 0 0 0
the t i m e  FOR SENJU-TOYODA WAS 0 MILLISECONDS
V V t / t / t / t / i V t / t / t / t / t / t / ’ / t / T / t / t / t / t / t / t / t  / ♦ / ? / * / ♦ / * / * / » /
THE RESULTS FROM IMPLICIT  ENUMERATION W/OUT SENJU-TqYODA ARE
XC 1 ) * 0
XC 2 ) 8 0
x c 3 ) « 1
x c 4  ) 8 1
x c 5 )  9 1
x c 6 ) 8 1
x c 7 ) 8 0
x c 8 ) 8 1
x c 9 ) 8 1
5 . 0  3 , 0  1 , 0
5 . 0  2 , 0  1 , 0
T-16fc7
XC 10)» 1
the; value or the ob jec t ive  funct ion is i  6 2 , 0 0 0
the time for  balas w/out senju-toyoda was 2 3 . 7  mi l l iseconds
W t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / f / t / f / t / t / t / t /
the results from i m p l i c i t  enumeration with senjultoyqda are
x < 1 ) * 0
x c 2 ) “ 0
x c 3 ) * X
x c 4 ) a X
x c 5 ) 5 1
x c 6 ) e X
x c 7 ) * 0
x c 8)5 X
x c 9 >e X
x c 3.0)* X
the  VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS? 62, '000
the time for  balas with senju-toyoda was i s 0  mi l l iseconds
T - 1 6 0 7 (4)
2 0 . 0  1 8 , 0  1 7 , 0  1 5 , 0  1 5 , 0  1 0 . 0
3 0 . 0  2 5 . 0  2 0 , 0  1 8 , 0  .17 ,0  1 1 , 0
6 0 . 0
THE RESULTS FROM SENJU-TOYODA ARE
x c 0
x c 2) p 0
xc 3) s 1
x c 4 ) « 0
x c ■5) b 1
x c 6 ) « 1
x c 7>a 1
x c 8) a i
x c 9) a l
x c 10>* i
the value of the ob jec t ive  funct ion is i  5 2 , 0 0 0  
the time FOR SENJU-TOYODA was 0 MILLISEoONOS
T / T / t / t / t / t / t / t / T / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t Y f / t ' / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / * /




xc 4 ) s t
xc 5? = 1
xc 6>* 0
xc 7) * 1
xc 8)s 0
xc 9)8 0
5.0 3 , 0  1 . 0
5 . 0  2 , 0  1 , 0
T-16.17
X ( 1 0 ! =  0
thf. value of the ob jec t ive  funct ion is i  5 2 , 0 0 0
the t i me  for balas w/ out senju- toyoda was 284 mi l l i seconds
the results from i m p l i c i t  enumeration with senju- toyoda are
Xt 0
Xt 2 ) * 0







x t 1 0 ) “ 1
objective: F 52,000
the t i me  for balas with senju- toyoda was i s s  mi l l i seconds
T " 16 '■'* 7 (5)
1 .0  2 .0  3 . 0  4 .0
4,0 3 .0 2 .0 1-0 4.0
1.0 4.0 2,0 3 ,0 6,0
THE RESULTS FROM SENj U-TOYODa ARE
X! 1>= 0
X! 2 ) s 0
X! 3) s i
X( 4 ) a 1
the value of the objec t ive  funct ion is;  7 , 0 0 0
the time for  senju-toyoda was 1 7  mi l l iseconds
W t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t  /  t / T / t / t / t / t / t / t / t  /  t / t / V
THE RESULTS FROM IMPLICIT ENUMERATION W/OUT SENJU-.TOYODA ARE
X C X ) s 0
x c 2 ) “ 0
x c 3) a 1
x c 4)a 1
THE VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION ISI 7,000
THE TIME FOR BALAS W/OUT SENJU-TOYODA WAS 83 MILLISECONDS
T -1 6 6 7
THE RESULTS FROM IMPLICIT ENUMERATION WITH SEnJU-TQYODA ARE
X C 1 ) * 0
x c 2)s 0
x c 3)8 1
X( 4 ) 5 1
THE VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS! 7,000
THE t i me  FOR Balas with SENJU-TOYODA WAS 66 MILLISECONDS
T-16H 7 (6)
R.0 3 . 0  4 .0  6 .0
1.0 3*0
2*0 6 . 0 12*0 15.0
7, 4,0 3 * 0 2*0 11 "0
THE RESULTS FROM SENJU-TqYODA ARE
x« 15 ? 1
x< 2 ) » 0
X( 3 ) 8 0
xc .4 ? 8 1
THE VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION JSI  8 , 0 0 0
t h e  t i m e  f o r  senju-toyoda was ,17 m i l l i s e c o n d s
The RESULTS from i m p l i c i t  e n u m e r a t i o n  h / out  senju-toyoda are
x< 1 >« 1
X< 2 ) 2 0
X( 3 ) = 0
X( 4 ) s 1
THE VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION I S I  8 . 0 0 0
THE TIME FOR BALAS W/OUT SENJU-TOYOOA WAS MIU U-1 SECONDS
W t / t / T / t / i ' / t / t / t / t / t / t / i V f / t / t / t / f y t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t /
THE RESULTS FROM IMPLICIT ENUMERATION WITH SENJU^TOyODA ARE
i
X( 2 )" 0
X( 3)«
X< 4 ) 8 - i
the value of the ob jec t ive  funct ion is i  0 , 0 0 0
the ti me  for balas with senju- tqyooa was 67 MILLISECONDS
T - 1 6 0 7 (7)
3 .0  2 .0  i . 0  4 .0
1 . 0  2 , 0  4 . 0  1 . 0  5 , 0
2 . 0  5,0 £ . 0  1,0 6 . 0
6,0 i ,0 2 ,0  2<0 10.0
i .0 l  • 0 1.0
THE RESULTS FROM SENJU-TQYOQA ARE
xc 15"* 1
x c 25* 0
x c 3 ) * 0
xc 45 a 1
the v a l u e  OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION I S I  7 , 0 0 0
the  t i m e  FOR SENJUt TOYQPA was 0 MILLISECONDS
THE RESULTS FROM IMPLICIT  ENUMERATION 1,7out s e n j u . toyoda  are
X C X) a 1
XC 2>a 0
x c 35 s 0
x c .4) s 1
THE value OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS! 7,000
THE TIME FOR BALAS W/QUT SEN JU-TOYODA WAS n 6  M! It, I SECONDS
THE results  FROM IMPLICIT ENUMERATION WITH SENJU-TQYODA ARE
XI 1 ) *  1
XI 2 ) s 0
XI 3 1b 0
X ( 4)= 1
the VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS! 7,000
THE TIME FOR BALAS WjTH SENJU-TQYODA WAS S3 MILLISECONDS
1607 (8)
1 0 0 . 0  6 0 0 . 0  1 2 0 0 . 0  2 4 0 0 . 0  5 0 0 . 0  2 0 0 0 . 0
1 2 . 0  1 3 - 0  6 4 . 0  2 2 . 0  4 1 . 0  8 0 . 0
1 2 . 0  1 3 . 0  7 5 , 0  2 2 . 0  4 1 . 0  9 6 . 0
3 . 0  6 . 0  4 . 0  1 8 . 0  6 . 0  4 , 0  20',
5 . 0  1 0 , 0  8 . 0  3 2 . 0  6 , 0  1 2 , 0  36 ,
5 . 0  1 3 . 0  8 . 0  4 2 . 0  6 , 0  2 0 , 0  4 4 , 0
5 , 0  1 3 . 0  8 , 0  4 8 , 0  6 . 0  2 0 , 0  4 8 , 0
0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 8.0 0.0 10,0
3 , 0  0 . 0  4 . 0  0 . 0  8 , 0  0 , 0  1 8 , 0
3 , 0  2 . 0  4 , 0  0 , 0  8 , 0  4 . 0  2 2 . 0
3 , 0  2 , 0  4 . 0  8 . 0  8 , 0  4 . 0  24
THE RESULTS FROM SENJU-TOVODA ARE
xc D *  0
t - 1 6 0 7
X C 2 ) s X
x c 3 ) w X
x c 4 )  = . 0
x c 5  5 * 0
x c 6 )  a X
the value of the objec t ive  funct ion is i  3 3 0 0 , 0 0 0
the TIME for SENJU-TOYODA WAS 16 MILLISECONDS
T / t / t / t / t / t / t / f / t / f / t / t / t / ' t / t / t / t / t / t / t / f / t / t / f / t / t / t / t / f / t /
The RESULTS FROM IMPLICIT ENUMERATION W/OUT SENJU^ToVOOA ARE
XC X5« 0
xc 2 5 a 1
xc 3) a 1
xc 4 > a 0
xc 5)» 0
xc 6)a 1
the value of the objective function is? 3 3 0 0 , 0 0 0
The time FOR BALAS W/OUT SENjU-TOYODA HAS 164 m i l l i s e c o n d s
' ■ / ♦ / T / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / ' t / t / t Y t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t /
THE RESULTS FROM IMPLICIT ENUMERATION WITH SENJU-TOYODA ARE
XC 1 ? s 0
xc 25a X
xc 3)e 1
xc 4 ) a 0
xc 5)» 0
xc 6 ) a X
T -16 0 7
THE VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION I S i  3 8 0 0 , 0 0 0
THE TIME FOR Ba LAS WITH SEMJU-TOYODA WAS j.34  MI LLI SECONDS
t - 1 6 0 7
i  * 0  i . 0  i * 0  1 * 0
1 . 0  2 . 0  3 . 0  4 , 0
3 . 0
1*0 1.0 1*0 2*0
4 . 0
3 . 0  4 , 0  3 , 0  4 , 0
10,0
6 . 0  8 * 0  8 . 0  9 , 0
20,0
3 * 0  4 , 0  4* 0  4 * 0
10,0
THE RESULTS FROM SENJU-TQYODA
xc 1>" 4X
xc 2 ) 9 0
xc 3 ) 9 0
XC 4) s 0
xc 5>s 1
xc 6 ) b 0
xc 7 ) 9 0
xc 8 > a 0
xc 9 ) # 0
xc 10 5" 0
(9)
1.0 1*0 1*0 1*0 1*0
1*0 1.0 1.0 2*0 2*0
1 . 0  5* 0  5 , 0  6 , 0  7 , 0
4 . 0  2* 0  2 , 0  3 , 0  3* 0
6 . 0  5 . 0  5 , 0  5 , 0  5 , 0
3 . 0  7 , 0  9 , 0  10*0  10 . 0
ARE
T-J.607
t h e  v a l u e  o f  t h e  o b j e c t i v e  f u n c t i o n  i s i  2,000
THE TI NE FOR SENJU- T qYODA WAS 17 MI LLI SECONDS
t h e  r e s u l t s  f rom  i m p l i c i t  e n u m e r a t i o n  w/ qut  s e n j u - t o y o d a  ARE
xc 15 = 0
xc 25 = 1
xc 3 5 » 0
xc 45s 0
xc 55 = 1
xc 6 5 * 0
xc y j * 0
xc 85 = 0
xc 9 5 a 0
xc 105 = 0
t he  v a l u e  of  t h e  o b j e c t i v e  FUNCTION I S i  2 , 0 0 0
The TIME FOR BALAS W/OUT SENJU.TQYQDA WAS 333 MI LLI SECONDS
t he  r e s u l t s  from  i m p l i c i t  e n u m e r a t i o n  w i t h  s e n j u - t o y o o a  a re
XC 15 = 1
xc 2)  s 0
xc 3 5s 0
xc 45 = 0
xc 5 > * 1
xc 6 5 s 0
xc 75 = 0
xc 85 = 0
xc 95 = 0
xc 10 )  s 0
T - 1 6 0 7
t h e  v a l u e  oe t h e  o b j e c t i v e  f u n c t i o n  i s  * 2,000
THE TIME FOR BALAS WITH SENJU-TOYODA WAS 100 MILLISECONDS
T-1607 (10)
i . 0 £*0 1 ,0
I * 0 2*$ 3*0
15*0
1*0 1*0 i * 0
25.0
3 . 0  4* 0  3*0
20 * 0
6 . 0  8 , 0  8 . 0
3 5 . 0
3 , 0  4 , 0  4 , 0
3 5 . 0
1 * 0  1 * 0  1 * 0
4 . 0  1* 0  1* 0
2 * 0  1 . 0  5 , 0
4 . 0  4 , 0  2* 0
9 . 0  6 , 0  5 , 0
4 . 0  3 , 0  7 , 0
1.0 1*0 I . ®
1.0 2*0 2*0
5 . 0  6 , 0  7 , 0
2*0 3,0 3*0
5 . 0  5 . 0  5 , 0
9 . 0  10*0  1 0 , 0
THE RESULTS PROM SENjU-TQYOOA ARE
x< 1>« 1
xc 2 ) « 1
xc 3 ) - 1
xc 4 > s 0
xc 5 ) s 1
xc 6) s 1
xc 7) * 0
xc 8) » 0
xc 9)« 0
xc 10) # 0
T-1627
the value of the objective function iss 5 . 0 0 0  
the tine for senju-toyoda WAS 0 MILLISECONDS









xc 9) * 1
xc 10) 5 0
the value of the objective function is> 5 , 0 0 0
THE TIME FOR BALAS W/OUT SENJU-TOYODA WAS 3 , 5 SECONDS 
The RESULTS FROM I MP L I C I T  ENUMERATION WITH SENJU-TQYODA are
XC i  ) * 0
XC 2)5 1
xc 3)5 0
xc 4 ) us 1
xc 5) 5 0
xc 6) 5 1
xc 7)5 0
xc 8 ) 5 1
xc 9 ) « 1
xc 10)5 0
T - H # 7
t h e  v a l u e  o f  t h e  o b j e c t i v e  f u n c t i o n  i s ?  5, 000  
the; t i m e  f o r  bau a s  w i t h  s e n j u - t o y o d a  was 3*2  s e c P nd s
T-1607 (11 )
6 0 0 , 1  3 1 0 . 5  1800 * 0 3 8 5 0 . 0  18,6 1 9 8 . 7  8 8 2 , 0  4 2 0 0 * 0
2 0 * 0  5»0 10010  2 0 0 , 0  2 , 0  4 . 0  6 0 . 0  1 5 0 . 0
450.0
2 0 . 0  7 . 0  i 3 0 , 0  2 8 0 , 0  2 , 0  8 , 0  1 1 0 . 0  2 l 0 ? 0
540.0
6 0 . 0  3 * 0  5 0 , 0  1 0 0 , 0  4 , 0  2 , 0  2 0 , 0  4 0 * 0
2 0 0 . 0
6 0 . 0  8 , 0  7 0 . 0  2 0 0 , 0  4 , 0  6 , 0  4 0 . 0  7 0 , 0
3 6 0 . 0
6 0 . 0  1 3 , 0  7 0 , 0  2 5 0 . 0  4 , 0  1 0 , 0  6 0 , 0  9 0 , 0
4 4 0 . 0
6 0 . 0  1 3 * 0  7 0 , 0  2 8 0 , 0  4 , 0  1 0 , 0  7 0 , 0  1 0 5 , 0
4 8 0 . 0
5 , 0  2,0 2 0 , 0  1 0 0 * 0  2 , 0  5 . 0  1 0 , 0  6 0 * 0
2 0 0 . 0














14 .0 83 ,0  200 6 , 1 0 , 0 5 0 .0  140 ,0  30 ,0
65,0 14.0 80,0 220
480,0
6 , 10,0 50,0 180, 30,3
THE RESULTS FROM SENJU-TOYODa ARE
xc 1
xc 2 ) “ 1
xc 3>e 1
xc 4 ) s 0
xc 5)8 1
xc 6)e 1




the value of the ob jec t ive  funct ion is i  8 3 3 6 , 9 0 0
THE ti me  FOR SENJU-ToYQDA WAS .17 MILLISECONDS
THE RESULTS from i m p l i c i t  enumeration w/ out SENJU-ToYQQA ARE
XC 1) = 0
XC 2)8 1
xc 3)8 0
xc 4 ) 8 1
xc 5)8 1
xc 6)8 0
xc 7 ) s 0
xc 8)® 1
T - 1 6 0 7
Xt 9)= 0
X( 10)= 1
the value of the ob jec t ive  funct ion is i  8 7 0 6 , 1 0 0
the TIME FOR BaLAS W/OUT SENjU-TOYOQA WAS 366 MILLISECONDS
T / W f / t / t / t / t / t / t / f X t / t / V t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t /
THE RESULTS FROM IMPLICIT ENUMERATION WITH SENJU»TQYQDA ARE
X ( 1>S 0
xc 2) 8 1
xc 3?« 0
xc 4)s 1
xc 5 ) 8 1
xc 6) a 0
xc 7) = 0
xc 8 ) « 1
xc 9 > o 0
xc 1 0 ) 8 1
THE VALUE OF The OBJECTIVE FUNCTION ISt 8706,100
THE TIME FOR BALAS WITH SENJU-TQYODA WAS 333 MILLISECONDS
T - 1 6 0 7
100.0 220.0
4 0 0 , 0  1 4 0 , 0
8.0 4*0
130*0 32.0
8 . 0  4 4 , 0
1 3 0 * 0  3 2 . 0
3 . 0  6 , 0
40.0 6,0




5 * 0  1 1 * 0
70*0 21,0
0,0 0,0
3 2 * 0  3 * 0
3 . 0  4 , 0
4 2 * 0  9 . 0
9 0 . 0  4 0 0 , 0
1 0 0 , 0  1 3 0 0 . 0
13*0  8 0 , 0
20.0 120,0
13*0  1 0 0 , 0
40*0  1.60,0
4 . 0  2 0 . 0
3 . 0  20*0
6* 0  4 0 , 0
1 1 . 0  3 0 , 0
7 . 0  5 0 , 0
1 7 . 0  3 0 , 0
7 . 0  5 5 , 0
1 7 . 0  3 5 , 0
1*0 10*0
0 , 0  7 0 , 0
5 . 0  20* 0
12.0 100,0
3 0 0 . 0  4 0 0 , 0
6 50 . 0
7 0 . 0  8 0 , 0
4 0 . 0  5 5 0 , 0
1 00 . 0  9 0 , 0
4 0 . 0  7 0 0 . 0
’2 0 . 0  3 0 , 0
5 . 0  1 3 0 , 0
■30,0 4 0 , 0
. 25, 0  2 4 0 , 0
4 0 . 0  4 0 , 0
2 5 . 0  280* 0
4 0 . 0  4 0 , 0
2 5 . 0  3 1 0 , 0
4 . 0  1 0 , 0
10.0 110,0
1 4 . 0  2 0 . 0
2 0 . 0  2 0 5 , 0
2 0 5 10 1 2 0 , 0
4 8 , 0  1 5 , 0
7 5 , 0  2 5 , 0
8 , 0  3 , 0
l 6 ,0 5,0
1 9 , 0  7 , 0
2 1 , 0  9 , 0
0 , 0  6 . 0
6,0 12,0
160,0
2 8 , 0







T - 1 6 0 7
3 , 0  6 , 0  9 . 0  3 0 , 0  2 9 . 0  2 0 . 0  1 2 , 0
4 2 , 0  1 8 , 0  1 8 , 0  1 1 0 , 0  2 0 , 0  2 6 0 , 0
12,0 10.0
3 , 0  8 , 0  9 . 0  3 5 , 0
4 2 , 0  2 0 , 0  1 8 , 0  1 2 0 , 0
2 9 . 0  2 0 . 0  i 6 , 0  1 5 , 0
2 0 . 0  2 7 5 . 0
10,0




xc 3) = 1
xc 0
xc 5) a 0
xc 65 = 1
xc ?)a 0
xc 65a 1
xc 9 5 a 1
xc 10)8 1
xc 115 ® 0
xc 12 5 s 1
xc 135* 0
xc 14) a 1
xc l5)a 1
THE VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION I S!  3 7 6 0 . 0 0 0
t h e  t i m e  f o r  s e n j u - t o y o d a  was 33 m i l l i s e c o n d s
t / t / t / t / t / t / T / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / f / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t /
the r e s u l t s  from i m p l i c i t  e n u m e r a t i o n  W/OUT SENJU-TOYODA are
T - 1 6 0 7
xc 1)8 1
xc 2)  a 1
xc 3) a 0
xc 4)a 1
xc 5)8 0
xc 6 ) ® i
xc 7)8 1




XC 1 2 ) 8 0
xc 13 >« 0
xc 1 4 ) 8 1
xc 15)  8 1
t h e  v a l u e  of the  o b j e c t i v e  f u n c t i o n  is*  4 0 1 5 , 0 0 0
t h e  t i m e  f o r  s a l a s  w / q u t  s e n j u - t o y o d a  has  2 , 5  s e c o n d s
the  r e s u l t s  from  i m p l i c i t  ENUMERATION with s e n j u - t o y o d a  are
X ( 1)  a 1
X { 2 ) 8  1
XC 3 ) 8  0
XC 4 ? a  1
XC 5 ) «  0
XC 6 ) a  1
X C 7 ) s  1
XC 8 ) 8  0
XC 9 ) 8  1
XC 1 0 ) 8  1
xc i t ) ?  0
XC 1 2 ) 8  0
X C 1 3 )  a 0
XC 1 4 ) 8  1
X C  1 5 ) 8  1
t h e  v a l u e  o f  t h e  o b j e c t i v e  f u n c t i o n  i s ?  4015.000
t h e  t i m e  for  s a l a s  w i t h  s e n j u - t o y o d a  has 2 * 3  SECONDS
r - 1 6 ^ 7
3,00*0 2 2 0 , 0  9 0 . 0
4 0 0 . 0  1 4 0 , 0  1 0 0 , 0
8 . 0  4 , 0  1 3 . 0
1 3 0 . 0  3 2 , 0  2 0 , 0
5 5 0 . 0
t*,0 44 , 0  13*0
1 3 0 . 0  3 2 , 0  4 0 , 0
700.. 0
3 . 0  6 , 0  4 , 0
4 0 . 0  6 , 0  3 , 0
13®.0
5 . 0  9 , 0  6 , 0
60.0 16,0 11*0
2 4 0 . 0
5 . 0  l i , 0  7 , 0
7 0 . 0  2 1 . 0  1 7 , 0
2 8 0 . 0
5 . 0  i i , 0  7 , 0
7 0 . 0  2 i , 0 1 7 , 0
310 • 0
4 0 0 . 0  3 0 0 , 0  4 0 0 , 0
1 3 0 0 , 0  6 5 0 , 0  3 2 0 , 0
8 0 . 0  7 0 . 0  8 0 , 0
1 2 0 . 0  4 0 , 0  3 0 , 0
1 0 0 . 0  1 0 0 , 0  9 0 , 0
3,60»0 4 0 , 0  6 0 , 0
20.0  2 0 , 0  3 0 , 0
20.0  5 . 0  0 , 0
4 0 . 0  3 0 , 0  4 0 . 0
3 0 . 0  2 5 , 0  1 0 , 0
5 0 . 0  4 0 . 0  4 0 . 0
3 0 . 0  2 5 , 0  1 5 . 0
5 5 . 0  4 0 , 0  4 0 , 0
3 5 . 0  2 5 , 0  2 0 , 0
(1 3 )
2 0 5 . 0  1 2 0 , 0  160 , 0
4 8 0 . 0  8 0 , 0  60 , 0
4 5 . 0  15 - 0  2 8 . 0
2 0 . 0  6 . 0  3 , 0
7 5 . 0  2 5 , 0  2 8 . 0
5 5 . 0  1 0 , 0  6 , 0
8 . 0  3 , 0  1 2 . 0
5 . 0  3 , 0  0 . 0
16 . 0  5 , 0  1 8 . 0
1 3 . 0  5 , 0  1 , 0
1 9 . 0  7 , 0  1 8 , 0
2 5 . 0  5 , 0  1 . 0
2 1 . 0  9 , 0  1 8 . 0
2 5 . 0  5 , 0  2 , 0
T-16"7
0.0 0 ,0 i , 0
32 * 0 3* 0  0»0
110,0
3.0  4*0 5 * 0
4 2* 0  9 , 0  12*0
205.0
3 . 0  6 . 0  9 , 0
4 2 . 0  18* 0  1 0 , 0
260.0
3 . 0  8 , 0  9 . 0
4 2 . 0  2 0 , 0  1 8 . 0
2 7 5 , 0
1 0 * 0  4 . 0  1 0 , 0
70*0  1 0 , 0  0 , 0
20.0 14*0 20,0
100.0 20*0 5,0
3 0 . 0  2 9 , 0  20* 0
1 1 0 . 0  20 * 0  1 5 , 0
3 5 10 . 29, 0  20*0
120.0 20.0 20,0
0 , 0  6 , 0  0 . 0
0 . 0  0 , 0  0 . 0
6.0 12,0 10.0
6* 0  4* 0  1 , 0
12,0 12,0 10*0
l Q , 0  7 , 0  2 . 0
1 6 . 0  15*0 10,0
2 2 . 0  7 , 0  3 , 0
THE RESULTS FROM SENJU-TqYODA ARE
x< 1)  = 1
XC 2 > S 1
xc 3 ) « 1
xc 4 ) s 0
xc S ) p 0
xc 6 )  a 0
xc 7 ) 3 0
xc 8 > e 0
xc 9 ) * 1
xc 10)  a 0
xc 11)  » 0
xc 12 ) » 0
xc I 3 ) a 0
T - 1 6 3 7
x< l 4 ) c 1
xc 1 5 > 8 1
xc 16 )  a X
xc 1 7 ) 8 I
xc 1 8 ) » 1
xc 19) s X
xc 2 0 ) 8 X
the value or the objec t ive  funct ion is i  6 0 1 0 , 0 0 0  
the time for  senju-toyoda was . 3 3  mi l l iseconds
The RESULTS from IMPLICIT enumeration w/ out senj u„ toyoda are
xc D * 1
xc 2 ) 8 0
xc 3 ) 8 0
xc 4 ) 5 0
xc 5 ) 8 0
xc 6 ) 8 0
xc 7 )  s 0
xc 8 )  a 0
xc 9 )  a 0
xc 1 0 ) 8 1
xc 1 1 ? * 0
xc 1 2 ) 8 0
xc 1 3 ) 8 0
xc 1 4 )  5 1
xc 1 5 ) 8 1
xc 16)  a 1
xc 1 7 ) 8 1
xc 1  8  )  8 1
xc 1 9 ) 8 1
xc 2 0 ? * 1
the value OF The OBJECTIVE FUNCTION ISI  6120,000
The t i me  FOR BALAS W/OUT SENJU-TOYODA WAS 34.8 SECONDS
T-1607
t / f / f / T / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / T / t / t / t / l ' / t / t / f / T / t / t /
the  r e s u l t s  from i m p l i c i t  e n u m e r a t i o n  wi t h  s e n j u - toyoda  are
xc 1 ? * 1
xc 2 > * 0
xc 3 ) 8 0
xc 4 ) e 0
xc 5 ) 8 0
xc 6 ) 8 0
xc 7 ? * 0
xc 8 ) * 0
xc 9)  = 0
xc 1 0 ) * 1
xc 1 1 ) 8 0
xc 1 2 ) 3 0
xc 1 3)  ® 0
xc 1 4 ) 8 1
xc 1 5 ) 8 1
xc 16)  * 1
xc 1 7 ) 8 1
xc 1 8 ) 8 1
xc 1 9 ) 8 1
xc 2 0 ) * 1
t h e  v a l u e  o f  t h e  o b j e c t i v e  f u n c t i o n  i s i  6120,000
the  t i m e  FOR BaLAS Wj TH SENJU-TOYODA WAS 3 2 , 1  SECONDS
1 . 0 1* 0 1*0 1* 0 1 . 0 1* 0 1 . 0 1*0 1*0
1 , 0 1*0 1 . 0 1*0 1 * 0 1*0 1 * 0 1 i 0 1*0
1 . 0 1* 0 1 . 0 1*0 1 , 0
0* 0 1 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 1* 0 1 . 0
1 . 0 1*0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 0 , 0 1 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 10*0
0 , 0 1* 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 1* 0 1*0
1*0 i f * 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 .0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 9 , 0
0 . 0 1*0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 * 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 1 * 0 1*0
1*0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 0 .0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 . 0
0 , 0 0* 0 1 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 9 , 0
1*0 0 . 0 1 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 I * 0 0 , 0 1*0 0 . 0
0 , 0 1 . 0 1 * 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 ,0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 8 , 0
0 . 0 1* 0 0 , 0 1*0 0 , 0 1 * 0 1 , 0 0 . 0 1*0
1*0 0 i 0 1 * 0 0 , 0 1*<& 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
1*0 1 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 9 . 0
0 , 0 1*0 0 , 0 1*0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 1 * 0 1 * 0
1*0 0 , 0 0*0 0 . 0 0 , 0 I * 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 i  • 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 8 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 ,0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 0 , 0 1 * 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 i * 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
1* 0 1*0 1 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 8 . 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 i . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1*0 0 , 0 1*0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 0 , 0 1 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0
1* 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 7 . 0
0 , 0 1*0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 0 , 0 1 * W
1 * 0 1*0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0* 0 0 , 0
1* 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0* 0 0 , 0 7 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1*0 0 , 0 1*0 0 , 0
0 , 0 1 * 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
1*0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 6 , 0
1* 0 010 1*0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 * 0 0 , 0 1 * 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 1*0 0 , 0 0*0 0 . 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 6 , 0
1* 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1*0 0 , 0
0 , 0 1*0 1* 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 1 , 0 0* 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 010 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 6 * 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 1 * 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 1 , 0 0* 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 0 , 0 0 * 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 4 , 0
1*0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 , 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 010 0 , 0
0 . 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 4 , 0
1 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
0 . 0 1 , 0 1 * 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 1 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 4 , 0
0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 i  * 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 , 0 1 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
T - U 0 7
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 4 , 0
0 , 0 1 « 0 0 , 0 1 r 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1.0
1.0 0 , 0 0  * 0 0 , 0 1.0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0*0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 4 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 * 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 * 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 * 0 1 . 0 0 , 0 0*0 0 , 0
0 . 0 0 , 0 1.0 0 , 0 0 . 0 4 , 0
0 . 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 * 0 0 , 0 1.0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 i . 0 0 , 0 1 , 0 1 , 0 0 , 0 0,0 0 * 0
0 , 0 1 * 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 4 , 0
0 . 0 0 , 0 ' 1 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 * 0 0 , 0 1 * 0 0 * 0 0  s 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 3.0
1.0 0 , 0 1 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1  * 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 1 * 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 * 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0.0 0 . 0 3 , 0
0 , 0 1 , 0 0.0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 * 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0
1.0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 3 * 0
1.0 0 , 0 1 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1.0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
0  , 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 0 , 0 0.0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 * 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 3 . 0
0  • 0 0  t 0 0 , 0 0.0 0 , 0 1.0 0 , 0 1 * 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 2 . 0
0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 * 0
0 , 0 1 *  0 0 , 0 0 * 0 1*0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
0  , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 2 . 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 1 * 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0
0  , 0 1 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 1 , 0 0  * 0 0 , 0
0  , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 2 * 0
1.0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 * 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 * 0 1 , 0 1 * 0 0 , 0 0 * 0 0 , 0
0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 2 * 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
0  « 0 1 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 1 * 0 1 * 0 0,0 0 , 0 0  . 0
0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 2.0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 * 0 0,0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 * 0 1.0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
1 . 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 * 0
0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0,0 0 , 0 0 , 0
0 . 0 0 , 0 1*0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 * 0 0 . 0
1.0 1.0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 2 * 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0.0
0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 1 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1*0
0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0V0 0 , 0 0 . 0
0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 1 * 0 0 , 0 0 . 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 1 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 . 0 1  * 0 0 , 0 0 * 0 0 , 0
T - 1 6  « 7
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 1 . 0
0 , 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
0 . 0 1 * 0 1«0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0,0
0 , 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 . 0
0 . 0 0.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0
0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 1 , 0 0 , 0 1 * 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1 , 0
0 , 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0
0 , 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 010 0 , 0
1.0 0 . 0 1»0 0 , 0 0 , 0 1«0
t he r e s u l t s FROM S E N J U -TOYQOA a r e
X< 1 3 55 1
X ( 2 3 * 1
XC 3 3 * 1
XC 4 3 « 1
x< 5 ) c 1
xc 6 3 s 0
XC 7 3 * 1
X ( 8  3 s 1
XC 9 3 " 1
XC 10 3 « 1
XC 1 1 3  * 1
X £ 1 2  3 » 0
X( 1 3  J * 1
XC 14)  <* 1
X ( l 5 ) s 0
X ( 1 6  3 * 0
XC 1 7 3 * 1
XC 1 8 3 * 1
X ( 1 9 3 * 1
XC 2 0  3 s 0
X ( 2 1 3  B 0
XC 2 2  3 B 1
XC 2 3 3  * 1
XC 2 4  ? c 1
XC 2 5 3 * 1
OBJECTIVE F.. _......  rTxON I S l  1 9 , 00 0
the TIME FOR SENJU-TOVODA »JAS 150 M i l l , i seconds
t / t / t  / t  / t  / 1  / t / t / t / t / t Y  t  / t  / t / ? / f / f / ^  / f / 1 / t  / t  / t  / t  / t  / 1  / t  / ,  / t  / f  /  
THE RESULTS f r o m I MPLI CI T ENUMERATION W/OUT SENJU-TOYOOA a r e
XC I ) * , 1
X C 2 3 * 1
xc 3 3 * 1
xc 4 3 s 0
xc 5 3 * 1
xc 6 3* 0
xc 7 3 * 1
xc 83 * 1
xc 9 3 * 1
xc 1 0 3 * 1
xc 1 1 3 * 1
T - 1 6  tr 7
xc 3,2)* 0
xc 133 = 1




xc l 8 >  = 1
xc 193 * 1
xc 20 3 = 1
xc 213* 0
xc 223 * X
xc 23 3 = 1
xc 243 * 1
xc 25 3 * 1
THE value OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS! 19,000  
THE TIME FOR SALAS W/OUT SENJU-TOYODA WAS 32,8 SECONDS
T /  t  /  t  /  t  /  f  /  t  /  f  /  f  /  f  /  f  /  t  /  t  f  f t  t  /  t  /  t  /  t  /  t  /  t  /  tV f  /  t  /  t  /  t  /  t  /  T /  t  /  f  /  ,  /  f /
the r e s u l t s  from i m p l i c i t  e n u m e r a t i o n  wi t h  s e n j u - toyqoa  are
XC 13* 1
xc 23 = 1
xc 33* 1
xc 43* 0
xc 5 3 * 1
xc 6 3 = 0
xc 73* 1
xc 8 3« 1
xc 93 = 1
xc 10 3 * 1
xc 113 = 1
xc 123* 0
xc 133 = 1
xc 143* 1
xc 153 = 0
xc 163* 1
xc 173 = 0
xc 18 3 * 1
xc 1.9 3 = 1
xc 203 * 1
xc 213 = 0
xc 223 * 1
xc 233 = 1
xc 24 3 = 1
xc 253 * 1
the VALUE OF The OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS! 19,000  
THE t i me  FOR BALAS WITH SENJU-TOYODA WAS 3 1 . a SECONDS
t -1607 (15)
1 0 0 . 0 2 2 0 , 0 9 0 , 0 4 0 0 , 0
4 0 0 , 0 140* 0 1 0 0 , 0 1300* 0
3 1 0 0 , 0 1100»0 9 5 0 , 0 4 5 0 , 0
8 , 0 4 , 0 13*0 8 0 . 0
1 3 0 . 0 32 t 0 20 * $ 120*0
2 2 0 . 0 5 0 , 0 3 0 , 0 5 0 , 0
8 , 0 44 • 0 13 * $ 1 0 0 , 0
1 3 0 . 0 32* 0 4 0 , 0 1 6 0 . 0
2 9 0 . 0 8 0 , 0 9 0 , 0 70 . 0
3 . 0 6 . 0 4 , 0 20*0
4 0 . 0 6 * 0 3*0 20*0
3 0 . 0 4 0 , 0 1 0 , 0 0 . 0
5 , 0 9 . 0 6 , 0 4 0 , 0
6 0 , 0 1 6 , 0 11*0 3 0 . 0
6 0 , 0 5 0 , 0 20*0 3 0 , 0
5 , 0 11*0 7.0 5 0 , 0
7 0 , 0 2i#0 1 7 , 0 3 0 , 0
7 0 , 0 5 5 , 0 20*0 5 0 , 0
5 , 0 11 * 0 7 , 0 55*0
7 0 , 0 2 1 . 0 17.0 35*0
7 0 , 0 5 5 , 0 2 0 , 0 5 0 , 0
0 , 0 0 , 0 1.0 1 0 , 0
3 2 , 0 3*0 0 , 0 7 0 , 0
3 0 , 0 1 0 , 0 0 , 0 10*0
3 , 0 4 , 0 5 , 0 2 0 , 0
42*0 9 , 0 12*0 1 0 0 , 0
5 0 . 0 3 0 , 0 5 , 0 2 0* 0
3 , 0 6 , 0 9 , 0 3 0 , 0
4 2 . 0 1 8 , 0 18*0 1 1 0 . 0
6 0 , 0 5 0 , 0 2 5 , 0 25.0
3 , 0 8 , 0 9 . 0 3 5 , 0
4 2 , 0 2 0 , 0 1 8 , 0 120*0
6 0 , 0 5 5 , 0 25.0 3 0 , 0
the r e s u l t s FROM SENUU-TQYQPA
X< 1)B 1
X ( 2 ) 9 1
XC 3 ) s 1
X ( 4 ) » 0
XC 5) a 0
XC 6 ) s 0
X? 7>* 0
X C 8 ) a 0
XC 9)b 1
XC 10)S 0
XC l l ) - s 0
XC 12)5 0
XC i 3 ) e 0
XC 1 4 ) S 1
X( 15)  a 1
XC 16) 8 1
XC 17) 8 1
.0 4 0 0 , 0 2 0 5 , 0 120* 0 1 6 0 , 0
,0 3 ? 0 , 0 4 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 60 , 0
, 0 220* $ 2 0 0 , 0 520 e 0
, 0 8 0 , 0 45 ,0 15 ! 0 28*$
.0 30*0 2$ ,0 6 . 0 3*0
.0 5 , 0 8 , 0 18 .0 9 3 0 , 0
.0 9 0 , 0 7 5 , 0 2 5 , 0 28,0
, 0 6 0 , 0 5 5 , 0 10 , 0 6 , 0
,0 17*0 8 , 0 2 8 , 0 12 1 0 , 0
.0 30*0 8 , 0 ■3.0 12*0
,0 0 , 0 5 , 0 3*0 0 , 0
.0 0 , 0 0 , 0 10»0 2 7 2 . 0
.0 4 0 , 0 16,0 5*0 18,0
.0 1 0 , 0 13.0 5 , 0 1*0
,0 ' 5 , 0 3 . 0 20 * 0 426 , 0
,0 4 0 , 0 1 9 , 0 7 , 0 18*0
.0 1 5 . 0 2 5 , 0 5 , 0 1 . 0
• 0 1 5 . 0 6 , 0 20*0 532* 0
,0 40* 0 21* 0 9 , 0 18,0
. 0 20*0 2 5 , 0 5* 0 2*0
.0 1 5 , 0 6 , 0 20.0 5 7 2 . 0
.0 1 0 , 0 0’,0 6 , 0 0 . 0
.0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0
.0 5 , 0 0 , 0 10*0 2 4 0 . 0
.0 20«0 6 , 0 12*0 1 0 , 0
,0 5 , 0 6 . 0 4 , 0 1*0
, 0 1 0 , 0 1 0 , 0 2 0 . 0 4 0 0 , 0
* 0 2 0 , 0 12*$ 12* 0 10*0
.0 1 5 , 0 18,0 7 , 0 2*0
.0 1 5 . 0 1 0 . 0 28* 0 4 7 0 , 0
,0 20*0 16.0 1 5 , 0 10 . 0
,0 20*0 22 *0 7 , 0 3 , 0



































XC 18 >8 1
x c 1 9 )  a 1
x c 2 0 ) * 1
x c 21 > » 1
x c 2 2 ) 9 1
x c 2 3 ) a 1
x c 2 4 )  a 0
x c 2 5 ) 8 1
x c 2 6 ) K 1
x c 2 7 ) 8 1
x c 2 8 ) a 1
THE VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS t 12400,000  
THE TI WE FOR SENJU-TOYODA WAS 47 MILLISECONDS
the results from i m p l i c i t  enumeration w/ out senjultoyoda are
XC 1 )  a 1
XC 2>* 1
xc 3 ) 8 1
X? 4 ) 8 0
XC 5 ) 8 0
xc 6 ) s 0
xc 7 ) 8 0
xc 8 ) a 0
xc 9 ) a 1
xc 1 0 ) 8 0
xc 1 1 ) 8 0
xc 1 2  ) * 0
xc 1 3 ) 8 0
xc 1 4 ) a 1
xc I 5 ) « 1
xc 1 6  ) a 1
xc 1 7 ) 8 1
xc 1 8 ) 8 1
xc 1 9 ) 8 1
xc 2 0 ) s 1
xc 2 1 ) 8 1
xc 2 2 ) 8 1
xc 2 3 )  a 1
xc 2 4 ) a 0
xc 2 5 ) a 1
xc 2 6 )  a 1
xc 2 7 ) « 1
xc 2 8 ) « 1
the VALUE of THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS! 12400,000  
the t i me  FOR BALAS W/QUT SENJU-TOYODA WAS 457.1 SECONDS
t / T / T / t / . / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / . / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t / t /
the RESULTS from IMPLICIT ENUMERATION with SENJU-TOYODA ARE
XI 1)= 1
X< 2 ) *  1
X( 3 ) S 1
XI 4)= 0
t -  i  6 0 7
X c 5 ) a 0
xc 6 ) * 0
xc 7) S 0
xc 8) = 0
xc 9) 5 1
xc 0
xc 11) 8 0
xc 12) 8 0
xc 13) 8 0
xc 14 ) 8 1
xc 15) 8 X
xc 16)  a X
xc 17) 8 1
xc l 8 ? a %
xc 195 = 1
xc 205 = 1
xc 215 ® 1
xc 22)  s 1
xc 23 5 = 1
xc 24)  « 0
xc 255 = 1
xc 26)  = 1
xc 27)  R 1
xc 28)  = 1
the value or the ob jec t ive  funct ion is i  1 2 4 0 0 , 0 0 0
the TIME FOR BALAS WITH SENJU-TOYODA WAS 428,2 SECONDS
T -1 6 0 7
560,0 1125.0 300,0 620,0
322*0 196,0 41» 0 25.0
631*0 132.0 420,0 86,0
49,0 420,0 316,0 72,0
40,0 9i • 0 10.0 30*0
9 „ 0 25,0 i * 0 1.0
49,0 8,0 21,0 6.0
0,0 10.0 42,0 6,0
16,0 92,0 4£«0 16,0
12.0 8,0 2,0 1,0
70,0 9, 0 22,0 4,0
4,0 12.0 8,0 4,0
3.0 0,0 39,0 32,0
12.0 30,0 15,0 0,0
40 . 0 6,0 8,0 0,0
5,0 14,0 8,0 2,0
8,0 71, 0 30,0 60 | 0
31.0 6 i 0 3,0 0,0
32.0 15,0 3j .0 2 ? 0
2,0 8,0 6,0 7,0
38,0 52.0 30,0 42 ,0
21 «0 4 , 0 1,0 2,018,0 15,0 38,0 10*0
0,0 10,0 6 * 0 1,0
T H E R E S U L T S F R O M  S E N J U - T O V 0
X f 1)5 1
X < 2)5 0
X f 3)a 0
Xf 4)s <1
X ( 5)s 0
X ( 6 ) 5 1




X ( ID* 1
















*0 43 1 . 0 6 8 , 0 3 2 8 , 0 4 7 , 0
• 0 4260 , 0 4j  6 , 0 13,5 * 0 8 2 . 0
1 0 3 , 0 2 1 5 * 0 8 1 . 0 91 , 0
.0 4 9 , 0 108.0 1 1 6 . 0 9 0 , 0
.0 2 0 , 0 3 , 0 1 2 . 0 3 . 0
,0 2 8 0 , 0 1 0 . 0 8 . 0 1*0
,0 5.0 1 0 , 0 8 , 0 2 .0
» 0 8 , 0 0.0 10* 0 1 . 0
,0 2 3 , 0 4 , 0 18,0 6 , 0
, 0 200* 0 2 0 , 0 6 , 0 2 , 0
,0 8 , 0 10* 0 6 , 0 4 , 0
,0 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0* 0 6 , 0
,0 8 0 , 0 2 6 «0 5.0 4 0 , 0
,0 2 3 . 0 10 0 . 0 0 , 0 20 . 0
,0 4,0 2 2 , 0 4 , 0 6 , 0
.0 0 , 0 2 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0
.0 1 8 , 0 6 , 0 3 0 , 0 4 • 0
,0 6 0 . 0 2 1 , 0 4 , 0 0 , 0
.0 7.0 8 , 0 2*0 8 . 0
.0 0 • 0 0 , 0 2 0 , 0 8 . 0
9 , 0 7 , 0 20 , 0 0 , 0
, 0 310.0 8 , 0 4 , 0 6 , 0
,0 8 , 0 6 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0


























T - 1 6 0 7
X( 27)  = 1
xc 28)  = 1
XC 29)  = 1
xc 30)  = 1
xc 31) = 1
xc 32) = 1
xc 33)  = 1
xc 34)  = :t
xc 35)  a 1
xc 36? = 1
xc 37)  = 1
xc 38)  = 1
xc 39)  a 1
THE VALUE OF THE 0
THE t i h e  for senju
t / f / t / t / t / t / t / f / t /
the results from I
BUECTIVE FUNCTION IS I 10279.000  
-TOYODA HAS 63 MILLISECONDS
PLICIT ENUMERATION W/OUT SENJUt-TOYODA ARE
XC 1 ) S 1
XC 2? = 1
xc 3? = 0
xc 4>a 1
xc 5) = 0
xc 6) a 1
xc 7 ? K 0
xc 8) = 1
xc 9) = 1
xc 10) 8 0
xc 11 ) s 1
xc 12 ) = 0
xc 13 ? = 1
xc 14) 8 5
xc 15)  a 1*-*
xc 16) = i
xc 17) « i
xc 18 ? 8 i
xc 19) 8 i
xc 20)  8 i.t
xc 21)  = 0
xc 22? a 0
xc 23)  = 1
xc p  4) a 0
xc 25)  = 1
xc 26)  = 0
xc 27)  = 1
xc 28)  = 1
xc 29)  a 1
xc 30)  = 0
xc 31)  = 1
xc 32) 8 1
xc 33)  = 0
xc 34)  = 1




X( 38) * i
xc 39) *
the value of the ob jec t ive  funct ion i s t  1 0 6 1 8 , 0 0 0
the ti me  FOR BaLAS W/QUT SENJU-TOYODA WAS 2934 SECONDS 
THE RESULTS FROM IMPLICIT ENUMERATION WITH SENJU-TOYODA aRE
xc 1> = 1
xc 2) * 1
xc 3) * 0
xc 4) s 1
xc 5) * 0
xc 6) a 1
xc 7) ® 0
xc 8 ) * 1
xc 9) = 1
xc 10)® 0
xc 11)  * 1
xc 12)* 0
Xf 13) a X
xc 14)* 0
xc 15) * 1
xc 1 6 ) * 1
xc 17)* 1




xc 22) = 0
xc 23) = 1
xc 24)* 0
xc 25) s 1
xc 2 6 ) a 0
xc 27) * X
xc 28) = 1
xc 29) = 1
xc 30 ) = 0
xc 31) = 1
xc 32) = 1
xc 33) = 0
xc 34) = 1
X. c 35) * 1
xc 36) = 1
xc 37) = 1
xc 38) = 1
xc 39) = 1
THE VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS! 10618,000 
THE T ime FOR BALAS WITH SENJU-TOYODA WAS 2720 SECONDS
